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to Anwar's dismissal,
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rliil he verdict was hardly
~ unexpected.

But what was audibly
breath-taking - there were gasps
in the courtroom- was-the sentence: six years on each charge,
to rw1 concurrently from the date
of sentencing rather than the
more usual date of remand.
A quiet, taciturn 14-year old boy,
unable to contain his own anguish any longer, broke down
and cried. An awkward age in ilie
best of circumstances, the boy
will have to find a rare will and
even greater courage to live
through the 'ignominy' with
more promised in the coming
trial for sodomy.
A totally impartial observer, if
such a creature should exist,
could well accept the technicality of ilie verdict. Still, such an
observer would likely have been
a little perplexed by the sentence
for the simple reason that the
truth of ilie putative cause of the
abuse of power, namely to conceal alleged acts of wrong-doing,
had been declared irrelevant and
the salacious testimony expunged. This left it open whetl1er
the alleged abuse of power was
to conceal actualwrong-doing or
to stop malicious accusations.

Bordering on the
Incredulous
Moreover, such an observer
would have been forgiven a sense
of wonderment bordering on the
incredulous at the proceedingsfrom ilieir dramatic start on 2nd
September 1998, ilie massive rallies not seen in a generation, to
ilie melodramatic arrest complete
with balaclava-clad men
equipped with automatics, the
now infamous allegedly self-in-

flicted black eye, the remarkable
admission by the Special Branch
to the techniques of 'turning
over' and of at least one senior
officer to the willingness to lie in
obedience to authority, to the
weeks of very public lessons in
sex education and anal examinations, and ilie somewhat more
dubious lessons in DNA fingerprinting in which the 'teacher'
could not explain the simple but
fundamental concept of variance,
the daily fashion parade of one
star witness and ilie lapses of another, only to be followed by the
amendment of the charges at the
end of the prosecution's case and
ilie expungement of weeks of evidence and the erasure of the daily
presence of a mattress, further
followed by ilie 'irrelevance' of
the various attempts of the defence at their chosen line of defence.
The sense of wonderment and
disbelief would have been
stretched to the limit with the
widely publicised affidavits, the
not so publicised ISA detentions
and 'confessions', the quick convictions reported in western-style
sensationalistic tabloid headlines,
and the barely publicised affidavits in denial of those confessions,
affidavits containing allegations
of serious misuse of police power
and physical and mental abuse of
a pattern familiar from never
publicised statements of forgotten victims of a forgotten event,
Operation l.Jlllang, of 1987, and of
even more forgotten and unknown victims of earlier ISA detentions.
Equally, the practical, although
not openly acknowledged, shift
in the grounds of Anwar's removal would have left a bad taste
in ilie mouth. Thus, it was inAliran Monthly June 1999: 19(5) Page 4

sisLed Lhat Lhe removal was for
sexual misconduct, pure and
simple, nothing to do wiili politics or economics. Then bit by bit,
it came out iliat it was intolerable
that Anwar was challenging
Mahathir, not to mention the accusations of Anwar's incompetence in economic policy, or
worse, of being an economic
'trojan horse' for 'the west', out
to cause a 'Chemobyl'.
Anyone with half a memory
would have wondered about the
inconsistency of such accusations
wi ili previous claims of comradeship- 'do I have to kiss him?'and that all decisions were of a
cabinet collective.

Born Again
With No Past
This shift, already registered in
'meet-the-people' sessions as
early as October last year, has
culminated in remarks to a Los
Angeles Times' journalist, David
Lamb. In a report published 24th
April 1999, Lamb quoted
Mahathir on Anwar: 'He tried to
overtlrrow me. He's ilie one who
turned the issue into a political
problem'. And again, on 2nd May
1999 in Kedah when he said,
'When I found that Anwar did
not know how to handle the
economy, I did not want to step
down', and denied collective
cabinet responsibility, attributing
it all to an individual. Evidently,
collective cabinet responsibility is
as much a claim of convenient
shelter as so much else in our
political life.
The bad taste only got worse
when the media and commentators who had previously lionized
Anwar did a 180-degree turn and
proceeded to vilify him. Could it
possibly be the same media and

the same people who had previously exalted the man and highlighted his pronouncements,
even the most inane platitudes?
Was this the same media and the
same people who 'pfaised the
1997 Budget to the heavens, proceeded to uphold every twist and
shift in policy subsequent to that,
and then, right on cue, post 2 September 1998, started denigrating
previous economic policy and
praising the correctness of current policy? Is it believable that
every positive economic sign is
the result of current policy, even
while onJy a month old, while
every negative one is the result
of previous policy? Was the country suddenly born again with no
past, and no effects from the past,
both positive and negative?

Sea Change In
Malaysian Politics
What is a poor observer to make
of it all? The domestic media does
flip-flops like some fashion-conscious people change their
clothes, while much-vaunted and
highly paid foreign 'analysts' are
often little better, having lionised
the region right into 1997, only to
turn around and denigrate it
right through 1998, and then to
tum over again and loudly proclaim that 'recovery' is here.
But what would have struck any
remotely objective observer as
truly remarkable must be the totally unexpected reaction and response of ordinary Malaysians.
This reaction took by surprise not
only the ruling circle but, indeed,
Anwar himself; a reaction that
has since deepened such that it
is probably fair to suggest that we
are witnessing the undercurrents
of a sea-change in Malaysian
politics, even if the Barisan
Nasional were to comfortably

win the coming elections.

tion of Sukma and Munawar
Anees for involuntary sodomy.

By mid-1998, if not earlier, the
conflict and contest between A society not given to open talk
Mahathir and Anwar was, de- about homosexuality was
spite their denials, common galvanised. Faced with the accuenough knowledge. Indeed, sations of sodomy, ordinary Mamany had expected that one or laysians, rather than turning their
the other would have to go and backs on the man, ended up
anticipated a period of factional standing behind him, metaphoriin-fighting.
cally and physically. Instead of
evoking condemnation of Anwar,
Ordinary Citizens
the manner of the removal and
Awaken
the charges aroused condemnaMalaysians are cynical enough tion of the political order and of
about politicians and factional in- its most potent symbol, Mahathir
fighting within political parties. himself. The accusations meant to
We are usually placid and not send Anwar into oblivion instead
known for making our senti- converted him into a symbol of
ments known in a public way. all that was and is wrong with the
Happy enough to enjoy a politi- system. Into what had been done
cal ceramah, we are nevertheless to Anwar was condensed a host
quite content to focus on the busi- of frustrations with the political
ness of our everyday lives and and social order. Anwar became
easily enough persuaded of the an icon. What happened?
need for stability and to let govVIolating
ernment bother about the busia
Cultural
Code
ness of government.
It is clear that if Anwar had been
Yet, when it happened, and removed for 'disloyalty' to the
Anwar was removed, the unex- leader or for 'economic incompetence' nothing much would have
pected occured.
happened. A majority of those
There was no overt split within who now stand behind Anwar
UMNO and the leadership ap- the symbol would have shrugged
parently closed ranks against Lheir shoulders and said 'so
their former deputy president. what? none of my business-lah'.
Most of those who had previously been identified with Anwar For that majority, Anwar, the
were seen scrambling to cover man, was not necessarily seen as
their 'behinds', declaring their a paragon of virtue. Many reloyalty to the party and its garded him as one, if more astute,
poli tician amongst others,
present leadership.
utilising the instruments availInstead, it was ordinary citizens, able to him to acquire and hold
many previously not a little cyni- on to power, sharing in the
cal about Anwar himself, who 'money politics' that had
beat a path to his home in a show emerged in the 1980s and had
of sympathy and support. Even come to full flower in the 1990s.
more surprising, this escalated Right or wrong, true or false,
with the publication of affidavits many of us had heard of the disand, especially, with the convic- tribution of 'pink' forms and the
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considered a 'sliding tackle',
rather than a more brutal, frontal
assault aimed at stripping the opponent of every last vestige of
honour and esteem.
Perhaps it was because Malaysians have tolerated much - dismissing much that was unpleasant under the excuse that politics
is 'dirty' -that otherwise 'savvy'
politicians were lulled into believing that yet another line could
be crossed without repercussion.
Malwthir: Most potent symbol?

distribution of hand phones, of
the shenanigans in Sabah leading
to the 'jumping over' that led to
the demise of the PBS government.
What happened - and it speaks
volumes of Malaysians- was that
a sense of fair play and common
decency had been violated. More,
a cultural code had been offended.
It is the supreme irony that those

who have been most vociferous
in touting Asian values apparently have no real appreciation of
them, confining them only to
those aspects which favour obeisance to the ruler and
authoritarianism. But the fact of
the matter is that Asian values
encompass more, much more,
than that. Among that larger rubric is the implicit regard for
honour and the avoidance of
shame, often simplified and perverted as 'face'. Foreigners, even
Malaysians themselves, may and
do see this as a tendency to sweep
things under the proverbial carpet. At its worst it was and is that,
but it also gave and gives a gentler texture to life, to an approach
to confrontation by indirection
and what in football might be

They were mistaken. Once the
brutal, frontal assault was made,
Anwar: A symbol of all that was and is
the response was to prove wrong with the system?
equally frontal and, emotionally,
brutal.
guess that it cannot be coaxed
back in, or only with the utmost
Social Contract
difficulty. It is as if broad segBroken
ments of the population have
The Sejarah Melayu contains a undergone a 'conversion' experipassage spelling out the contract ence, the scales dropping from
between ruler and subjects. The their eyes, as if they are seeing the
subjects obtained the agreement world for the first time and thinkof the would-be ruler that no ing what would previously have
matter how badly the subjects been unthinkable.
behaved, even if to the point of
deserving to be put to death, then The fact of the matter is that
they should just be killed. But on much of the criticism of the exno condition were they ever to be isting order that is now made in
shamed and humiliated. In tum, the name of reformasi is not parthe would-be ruler asked that the ticularly novel.lt used to be made
subjects would never derltaka by many NGOs and by the op(rebel). The subjects gave their position parties. The novelty is
assent, subject to the condition the extent to which it has now
that if the ruler were to break his penetrated the popular imaginaside of the bargain, then they, the tion, calling to mind events past
subjects, would no longer be and long forgotten and now rebound by their side of it. Thus it evaluated and seen in a new light,
was that in another famous epi- causing a re-discovery of the past
sode in the same text, the episode within a new framework of
of the sultan mangkat dijulang, a thought and perception.
man who had been subjected to
shame and humiliation was told But not even the opposition parthat if wished to derhaka, now was ties voiced the unthinkable, at
least not in the past thirty years,
the time to do so.
being quite content to argue the
And so the genie has now been need for a strong opposition at
let out of the bottle, and it is a fair the federal level.
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Thinking
the Unthinkable

good that others have to offer us,
without losing our own distinctive character. For better or for
worse, this dream beyond economics, of a civic and civil society,confidentenoughinitseUto
undertake a fruitful cultural exchange with the rest of world,
was symbolised by Anwar. While
many of us admired the pugnacity of Mahathir and his teclmological ambitions, and shared in
his nationalism and in the goals
of Vision 2020, many of us were
discomfited by the obsession
with economics and winced not
a little at his outbursts against
'the west'.

have moved progressively towards a stance in which for the
first time in a generation life without UMNO and the BN in power
is being contemplated. A new
multi-ethnic party has come into
existence and theextentofon-theground cooperation between opposition parties is unprecedented.
A willingness to talk across ethnic
lines has emerged. Matters once
taboo are being addressed in
Internet mailing lists.

The unthinkable, even if not immediately achievable, is of a Malaysia not governed· by the BN.
To gauge the enormity of this, one
need only reflect that no one under the age of 45 has known anything other than BN rule, that
only a year ago, such a thought
would have bordered on the ludicrous to the vast majority of the
people. Yet today, it is being
thought by a large number, alTo be sure, none of this is withthough whether this will be
out hiccups. Much of it remains
translated into votes depends
halting and unsure; suspicions
upon the hold that fear still has
remain. But to expect otherwise
over us and the extent to which
would be to ignore the fact of our
we allow the ruling party to play There are those who suggest that history.
on those fears.
what 1s happening now is nothing new- after all, didn't we see The fact that it has come this far
It is easy enough to dismiss all some of the same thing back in is itself cause for celebration; a
this as the raving of the urban 1988-1990, with that split in decent and confident ruling
population, especially in the UMNO and the formation of party, truly commited to its rhetoI<lang Valley. But that is to ignore Semangat 46? But all we need do ric of bang<;O Malays in would have
the fact that this urban popula- is to recall that one of Semangat welcomed such a development
tion represents the future. They 46's goals was the revival of rather than seeking to cast asperare generally young, well-edu- UMNO. For them, UMNO and sions on it, to sow distrust by
cated, likely as not employed in the BN was still the fount, the printing false stories, to prevent
the private or semi-private sector; point of reference. It remained a coming together.
a segment whose proportion of very much Malay politics, and
the total population will continue Semangat 46 was, and saw itself Who in their right minds can
to increase. This is the Vision 2020 as another version of UMNO; it deny that the development of a
generation; indeed, they are the sought to replace itself for the multi-ethnic opposition is a
generation created by the dream new UMNO and had little vision, healthy development and can
however vague, of a different so- only bode well for the future of
of that vision.
ciety.
the country, if only by reducing
ethnic
politicking?
Yet, this is also the generation that
Arrival of
responded to a dream beyond
8ang•a Malay•la
Instead, we have the spectacle of
that of economics, a dream of a
civic and civil society, taking its This time around the difference is a Minister of Information seeking
place as an equal in the commu- clear. As events have unfolded, a to deny that Wan Azizah is a
nity of nations, able to absorb the significant segment of the people Malay, declaring her a Chinese

Muclt ol rite criticism ol flte existing order tltat;. now made
in rite name ol refonnasi is not particularly novel. It u..d
to be made by many NGOs and by flte opposition parties.
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without a Malay soul, and insist- ger and cost of not doing so.
ing that no Chinese could ever
lead Malays.
We now have the opportunity to
start fashioning a polity that is
Surely, if Malays see fit to have a more responsive to the needs and
Chinese as a leader, that should demands of an increasingly ed ube no one fs concern but that of cated citizenry of a multi-ethnic
the Malays; indeed, it would nation and of a fast-changing
truly mark the arrival of bangsa world economy and culture. We
Mnlaysin where a person becomes need to fashion a civic and civil
a leader not because of the acci- society to temper a society in
dent of ethnicity but because of which the composite index of the
her ability to convince others of KLSE threatens to become the
her fitness to lead. So a lso, is it most important index of our state
not also in our vision that a Chi- of health or disease. ln keeping
nese could well have a Malay with our history, one which has
soul, and vice-versa? For that is always been global, we have the
only a matter of deep inter-cul- opportunity to begin a process of
tural understanding and the abil- building a country that can be a
model to others seeking to find
ity to empathise with another.
their way through the pitfalls of
Crl•l•: Danger
globalisa tion. But we also face the
ancl Opportunity
danger that the ghosts of the past
Throughout most of 1998, Ling will immobilise us into doing
Liong Sik kept repeating like a nothing, leaving us with a poli timantra that in Chinese, 'crisis' cal system which, in today's jarimplies both 'danger' and 'op- gon, is not Y2K compliant.
portunity'. He turned out to be
Exorcl•lng the Gho•t
right, if not quite in the manner
of Our Pad
he might have imagined. We are
living in times that hold out the Many counsel caution- 'stick to
opportunity to effect a change to the devil you know' - on the
the political system and the dan- grounds that we do not know the
cost of change. But such counsel
ignores the fact that there is also
a cost to not changing.

Ling Licmg Sik: 'Crisis' implies bot/1
'Da11ger' a11d 'Opportunity'.

cancer, treated early, is relatively
painless; left to fester, the cancerous cells can spread to all comers
of the body and treatment, even
if successful, is drastic and painful.
Moreover, such counsel of caution also implicitly assumes that
choosing a government is a permanent matter, something
commited for life; whereas the
fact is our Constitution requires
us to choose a government once
every five years. In a normal
country, it should be the most
normal thing in the world that
should a government prove unsatisfactory then the people have
the option to freely replace it with
another without threat.

One of the great paradoxes of this
country is that while we think
nothing of the country's monarch
being replaced once every five
years, many of us shudder at the
thought that a government
should be replaced by another,
not even once every five years,
but after 40 years. So we have accepted a situation where instead
of we, the people, expressing our
confidence or loss of confidence
in the government, it is the government which expresses its confidence or loss of confidence in
Comparisons with Indonesia are us.
vacuous. The past nine months
should have finally exorcised the Rather than the people freely
ghost of 1969, the ghost that has choosing the government, the
always held us back, and proven ruling party in the guise of the
conclusively that Malaysia is no government variously cajoles
Indonesia. More, we should not with a sweet now and again;
mistake the upheavals in Indone- should that not work, it badgers
sia as the cost of change so much and threatens us with all manner
as the cost of the lack of change, of calamities should we fail to
the cost of the obstruction of choose them. And so we have
change by a regime intent on pre- obliged, for over 40 years.
serving its power.
Isn't it time to become a normal
As a good doctor will tell us, a country? 0
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Can The Opposition Win?
Some scenarios in the forthcoming general election
by Johan Saravanamuttu
e begin with some facts
about Malaysian elections. Our focus is only
on the parliamentary
elections and not state-level elections. First, it is important to note
that the Malaysian electoral
model is the uncomplicated
"first-past-the-post" system
where a simple plurality of votes
wins the candidate the seat. It is
also a single-member-constituency system. This type of electoral system allows a political
party to win a majority of seats
sometimes with even less than
50 percent of the popular votes.
It has been argued that such a
system allows for stronger majorities and thereby more stable
governments.
The Malaysian electoral system
has also been noted for two related important features. There
is no real stricture on how a constituency is to be delineated. An
old law allowing a maximum 15
percent additional weightage for
rural constituencies has been
abolished. Thus constituencies
can be and have been gerrymandered in such a way as to allow
for certain parties to garner the
maximum number of voters
from well-known ethnic communities.
Malaysia has had nine post-independence general elections to

date: in 1959, 1964, 1969, 1974,
1978,1982, 1986, 1990 and 1995.
The UMNO-Ied coalition of the
Alliance and the Barisan
Nasional has won all of these
elections. The best performance
of the ruling coalition was in
1995 when the BN won 65.1 percent of the popular votes and 162
seats (out of 192). Its worst showing was in 1969 when it captured
only 48.5 percent of the vote and
retained 66 seats out of 103 losing its two-thirds majority. However, the BN has managed to
maintain its two-thirds majority
since then even when it only
won slightly over 50 percent of
the vote in 1959 and again in
1990.

jority and the mixed type. In
mixed constituencies, no particular group holds a majority, or
constitute at least 50% of the registered voters.
Based on the above categories,
the 192 parliamentary constituencies in Peninsular Malaysia
and in Sabah and Sarawak can
be typified as shown in Table 1.

Some Scenarios

It is important to compare what
may happen in the upcoming
general election with the outcome in the last two elections 1990 and 1995. ln 1995, the BN
has surpassed all previous performances by winning 65.1 percent of the votes and 162 seats.
Types of
This represents an 11.7 percent
Parliamentary
swing
in popular votes as comConstituencies
pared to 1990 when the BN won
Parliamentary constituencies only 53.4 percent of the vote.
can be defined according to their
ethnic - or racial, as Malaysians Given the current political devellike to say- composition. ln the opments, it is unlikely that the
Peninsula, there are three pos- BN will repeat its 1995 perforsible types of constituencies: mance. lt is more likely that
Malay-majority, Chinese-major- something Hke the 1990 scenario
ity and mixed constituencies. obtains. ln that year the
The Indians do not constitute a Semangat 46 had splintered
from UMNO and joined forces
majority in any constituency.
with PAS in an electoral pact
In East Malaysia, the picture is (APU) and with the other oppomore complicated but four main sition parties in yet another eleccategories are discernible: Mus- toral pact (Gagasan Rakyat). The
lim-majority, Chinese-majority, opposition won 51 of the 177
seats, which represented 46.6
Non-Muslim-Bumipute~l-maAliron Monthly June 1999· 19(5) Poge 9

percent of the popular votes.

precedented in Malay political
history.

upcoming election or eradicate
the BN's two-thirds majority.
Both objectives have already
A structuralfactor would be the been enunciated by the opposiyounger profile of the Malay tion, the PAS and PKN going for
voter in the upcoming election, a BN defeat and the DAP a dewhich will be a plus factor for the nial of the two-thirds BN majoropposition. Based on these fac- ity.
tors, we will be making some assumptions
about
voter Let us now take a gaze into the
behaviour and how thls will af- crystal ball. We will spell out the
feet swings and the resultant see- various assumptions and point
narios for the upcoming elec- out the technical requirements in
tions.
each scenario. No claim is made
here at all about exhausting all
Theanalysishereattemptstosee possibilities but rather to focus
if it is possible from a technical on the more interesting sceperspective for thecurrentoppo- narios, especially for an opposisition forces to either win the tion win.

In the upcoming election, it is
expected that the new Parti
KeADILan Nasional (PKN) will
attempt to form an electoril front
-let's call it ''Pakatan Keadilan"
(PK)- with PAS, DAP, PRM and
other opposition forces. In the
thinking of some, the situation
offers a unique opportunity to
topple the ruling coalition based
on the calculation of considerable grassroots Malay support
swinging to the opposition this
coming election. Anwar
Ibrahim's sacking, his trial and
the street demonstrations are
events thought to be quite un-

Table 1

Types of Parliamentary Constituencies By State

Ve

Malay
M ajority

Chinese
Majority

Mixed

e

Perlis
Kedah
Terengganu
Kelantan
Penang
Perak
Selangor
Negri Sembilan
Malacca
Johor
Pahang
Kuala Lumpur (F.T.)

3
14

8

14
4
12
11
4

4

-

1

6
6

1
5
2
2

1
1
2

NonMuslim
Bumi
Majority

-

4

MuslimBumi
Majority

TOTAL

3
15
8

-

14
11

23
17
7
5
20

-

-

5
2

4

5

1

10

100

25

19

144 (75%)

Labuan (F.T.)
Sarawak
Sabah

5

1
8

10

27

2

4
3

10

5

20

Total (E. M 'sia)

7

7

19

15

48(25~)

32

26

19

15

192 (100%)

Total (W .M'sia)

Total All

13
9

100
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1

Sce nario One

won wholly or largely by the BN.

Scenario Two
• Sea-change iu votitrg PKN
and PAS among Peninsular • Sea-change itt voting PKN
Malays
and PAS amottg Peninsular
• Chinese seats sweep by DAP
Malays
• PBS retention of all Non- • Chinese split vote for BN and
Muslim-Bumiputera and a
PK
few Chinese majority seats
• PBS and UMNO split seats
in Sabah
Assumptions: Three groups of
anti-BN voters; Malays because of Assu mp tions: Only Malays are
Anwar factor, Chinese been use of swinging away from the BN in
economic slowdown, VE outbre~~k, numbers; Chinese and Sabahans reGwm Eng and other issues, and main split, with many backing BN
non-Muslim Bumiputera main tam for stability and fear of Islamic
opposition to BN in Sabah; and, also dominance in the event ofaPK govthat the PBS will join the opposi- ermnent.
tum coalition in the event of its victory.
In this scenario, PK wins all
Malay-majority seats - 100
In this "best case" scenario for seats (52% of all seats)- via PAS
the PK, it will get 130 seats,(l 00 and PKN. This would have
Malay-majority, 25 Chinese-ma- surpassed a simple majority
jority and 5 Kadazan-majority,) (97). Even if the BN gets half
which is a two-thirds majority. of the 25 Chinese-majority
Note that in 1990, DAP won all seats in the Peninsula and most
the Peninsular Chinese-majority of the 48 East Malaysian seats,
seats but the mixed seats went PK can form the next governto BN, except for two. However, ment. The non-Mala)( fa-ctor
in no previous election have the will merely determine if the PK
Malays completely abandoned gets a two-thirds majority, that
UMNO. So far, they have only is 128 seats. We can also asvoted stoutly against the BN in sume that mixed seats can go
Kelantan and Terengganu (in either way.
1959). The main assumption in
this scenario is therefore the an- This scenario could occur even
ticipated swing of votes to PKN if the PK wins slightly more than
on the part of the Malays and the 50 percent of the popular votes
solid support of the Chinese and as the BN did in 1959 and in
the Kadazan for the opposition. 1990. With less than 50 percent
of the votes, the PK would not
Such a scenario could result from likely have a two-thirds margin
the PK winning some 53 percent (such as, 100 - PKN/PAS; 12of the votes. The important thing DAP; 5- PBS; total- 117).
is for the PK to win all the MalayScenario Three
majority seats and the DAP, the
Chinese-majority seats, and the • Islamic heartland delivers
seats to PAS
PBS to hold its own vis-a-vis the
BN in Sabah. We are assuming • PKN and UMNO split seats
here that Sarawak seats will be
in other areas
Ali ron Monthly June 1999: 19(5) Page 11

• DAPIPBS retain respective
heartlands
Assumptions: A palpable swing
towards PAS and islamic governa11Ce among Malays while PKN
will make some inroads into
UMNO heartland but nonRefonnasi Malays will continue to
vote BN; DAP and PBS maintain
traditional support in Chinese and
Kadazan areas.
This is a scenario, which sees the
four states of Kelantan,
Terengganu, Kedah and Perlis,
with its predominantly Malaymajority seats (above 80 percent
Malay voters), falling to PAS.
The other assumption is that the
BN and the PK win about half
each of the rest of the Malaymajority and the mixed seats and
DAP and PBS win in tl1eir traditional strongholds. The result
would be something like this:
PAS- 39 seats; PKN - 31; DAP25; PBS -5; total -100. PK forms
government with a simple rna·
jority.

In terms of the popular vote, a
rough 50-50 split may hold in
such a scenario with one to two
percentage points going to the
victor. The exact figure will depend on the size of majorities in
seats won by either side.

Scenario Four
• PAS and UMNO split seats
itt Islamic heartland
• PKN and UMNO split seats
in other Ma lay areas
• DAPIPBS retain respective
heartlands
Assumptions: Moderate Muslims
continue to vote UMNO; PAS garner votes only in strongholds of
Kelantan and Terengganu.

In an altered version of the above
scenario, we see a BN victory by
a simple majority. PAS splits the
Malay heartland seats with
UMNO. This means the BN can
still forma simple-mafonty government with about 112 seats.
The same conditions would hold
for the popular vote as noted
above except for the 50 percentplus votes going to the BN side.

Scenario Five
• PAS atrd UMNO split seats
itr Islamic heartland
• PKN and UMNO split seats
in other Ma lay areas
• DAPIPBS split seats withBN
Assump tions: Similar to scenario

four with the additional condition
that the Chinese and the Kadazan
split their support for the BN and
opposition. The assumption here is
that a large portion of the two communities remain convinced that
support for BN will bring stability.
In this "worst case" scenario for
the PK the BN comes close to

to expect.
One should note that the BN has
a major advantage in that since
1990 it has secured almost complete control of Sarawak. This
factor, which is a constant in all
of the above scenarios will be an
insurance against a bad defeat
for the BN and in the best circumstances assures it a victory.
Thus, any sort of poor performance on the part of the PK in
securing a majority of the Malay
seats in the peninsula can
dampen its chance of unseating
theBN.
As for the Chinese factor, given
the distribution of seats, it is clear
that it alone will not assure a victory or defeat for either side.
However, the Chinese votes will
make a difference whether the
victor will be able to garner a
simple-majority or a two-thirds
win. The Kadazan seats will be
an important factor only in the
event of either side needing a
leg-up for a simple majority win.

winning a two-thirds majority
such as the following: 50 Malay- In particular, it has been argued
majority, 12 Chinese-majority, 17 that broad political conditions
mixed, 1 Labuan, 27 Sarawak for a PK win do exist, given the
and 16 Sabah seats; total: 124 current angst of the Malays and
Muslims over the recent politiseats.
cal
developments surrounding
Concluding Remarks
the Anwar affair. Assuming that
The broad conclusion of the Chinese and non-Muslim
analysis undertaken here, of dif- Bumiputera voters in Sabah will
ferent scenarios in the upcoming continue to deliver opposition
elections is that it is not impos- votes, it is not illogical to expect
sible for the PK to come to an electoral victory for the PK by
power, assuming the opposition a simple majority. The icing on
pact holds. The technical re- the cake will be if there is an unquirements in terms of a popu- precedented swing of Malay
lar vote swing for the PK being votes for the PK, in which event
slightly better than that for the the PK can then claim a twoopposition forces in the 1990 thirds majority of parliamentary
election is not at all unreasonable seats. 0
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LIBERTY
Liberty lies
in the hearts

of men
and
women;
when it
dies there,
no constitution,
no law,
no court

can save it;
no constitution,
no law,
no court

can even
do much
to help it.

Aclclress the. .Issues Clearly ancl Consistently:

What the Opposition
Must Do in the Coming Election
Aliran's Roving Correspondent eavesdropped into
this conversation among Zul, Leong and Muthu in
an Ipoh coffeeshop recently. It would be a treat to
visualise this conversation being enacted in a future
episode of the Kopitiam TV series. One hopes.

Leong: It's partly our fault, too,
you know. We keep giving the
BN massive majorities.
Mahathir always cites the BN's
win as voters' endorsement of
everything- the JSA, the Universities and University CollegesAct, privati-sation, and so
on.

Zul: Yes. Let me add the
Anwar case to your list, as well
as the harsh way the Reformasi
people are being treated. You
are right! It is crucial for us to
vote for the opposition this
elections. Otherwise the BN
leaders will keep doing more
of the same and more brazenly
too. Malaysia will go down the
drain
if we continue to support
Muth u : We must send a clear
message to the government the BN.
this time. Malaysians are fed
up with cronyism. We oppose Leong: We must all work to
the way that our Judiciary and deny the BN a 2/3 majority
the Police have been subverted this time.
for a political vendetta. We arc
disappointed that our EPF is Zul: Why only that? Let's boot
being used to bail out certain them out! A lot of my Malay
companies at a time when all friends are very angry with the
our appeals for the setting-up way the government has been
of a Retrenchment Fund for mishandling the Anwar issue.
workers of bankrupted com- They,...er.. .I want this BN govpanies are ignored. We are ernment out of office! This will
serve as a warning to all future
against the use of the ISA.
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governments that the Malaysian public will not tolerate
abuse of power!
Muthu: I am not too sure. We
do not want to throw the baby
out with the bath water! This
country needs an efficient and
stable government.
Zul: How many of the present
Cabinet members are of any
calibre? Not only ethically, but
even intellectually and technically? Many of those with calibre have been sidelined- only
the yes-men are left! The opposition leaders, on the other
hand, are in politics for their
principles and not for material
advancement. Aren't there
enough capable leaders in all
the opposition parties to take
over the Cabinet and do a good
job?
Leong: 1 don' l know Zul. A lot
of the non-Malays are frightened by PAS' stated objective
of creating an Islamic State.
Zul: I personally believe that
our political system should remain secular. That is the only
way to ensure the free partici-

pation of all ethnic groups in
our government. However,
you must admit that PAS has
done quite a good job in
Kelantan. They have s.et.up an
inter-religious council at State
level. They have approved the
building of severaltemples ineluding one which was previously stalled by the previous
BN government. They are
fairly uncorrupt, and their MB
is simple and humble. And
Muthu, you yourself have told
me that they have begun
implementing workers' housing schemes in some of the estates there.
Leong: But they want to set up
an Islamic State in Malaysia.
How can I vote for them? I
don't want to vote for an Islamic State!
Zul: Hey! Don' t get carried
away. To establish an Islamic
State, PAS would have to
amend the Constitution. They
would need to win a 2/3 majority. Even for the combined
opposition to win a simple majority is about 50-50. How can
PAS win 2/3 alone? It means
winning US seats ! Bolehkah?
Leong: Okay let's leave aside
Constitutional amendments.
What about laws requiring a
simple majority. PAS could use
its position within the ruling
opposition coalition to push
through some Islamic laws.

in Islam? You know, the same the DAP's programme then?
principles are also found in all There are Malays who are apthe religions?
prehensive that a vote for the
DAP is a vote against the speLeong: I don't know-lah. I just cial privileges for the
feel uncomfortable with the Bumiputeras. Shouldn't the
whole idea of Islamic laws. DAP also be asked to take cogMaybe I don't know enough nisance that not all the votes
about them, but then shouldn't for them are in support of their
I and others like me be per- Malaysian Malaysia concept?
suaded? Educate me, convince So they, too, should not use the
me before you pass these laws. legislative clout that we hand
If PAS wants the non-Malays to them to push through
to vote for them in this com- programmes based on that viing elections can't they drop sion. As with the issue of
their lslamisation Vision from lslamisation and the nontheir party agenda?
Malays, the Malays should be
persuaded to understand and
Muthu: Hey! Mana boleh?You accept that perhaps the time
can't ask them to do that. That has come to gradually phase
is the ideology and vision- the out the special privileges. But
soul- of their political struggle this should come about
and their party. You can't ask through dialogue and underDAP to drop their ideology of standing, and no attempt must
a Malaysian Malaysia, or the be made to withdraw these
newly formed Parti Sosialis privileges until a proper conMalaysia to drop their vision sensus emerges on this.
for a socialist Malaysia.
Muthu: Yes, we can't ask any
But what we can legitimately of the opposition parties to
ask PAS is that they refrain drop their long-term agendas.
from bulldozing through any They can continue educating
Islamic legislation. They the Malaysian public as to the
should consult all the different long-term benefits of their reethnic groups sincerely before spective vision for Malaysia.
they push laws like that. They But they should come out and
must respect the fact that a sig- state categorically that they unnificant number of votes for derstand that a significant porPAS this time will be votes tion of the votes given to them
against nepotism, cronyism are votes against the dictatorial
and the abuse of power that actions of the BN of late. They
the BN is responsible for. are votes against BN and not
These votes are not necessar- necessarily endorsements of
ily for Islamisation, and PAS particular
opposition
programmes. The opposition
should respect that.

Zul: What is wrong if the laws
are based on principles of justice and equality that are found Zul: Well said. But how about
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For Ju.stice Ancl De111ocracy
by Dr Syed Husin Ali

g

alaysia is entering a
most dangerous period in its history.
Never has our country
been so deeply divided. We are
divided down to the level of the
village and the family. There is
much anger in people's hearts,
and tensions are high. We must
step back from the brink of a
national catastrophe.
I speak today to call Malaysians
to calm down, to remove anger
and hate from their hearts, and
to think calmly and rationally
about this country's future, the
future of our children, and the
wellbeing of our people.
Within a year, there will be general elections. Our energies
must be concentrated on that
election. The general elections
are the proper way to bring
about political change. Elections are the democratic way to
change a government. It is the
peaceful and constructive way
to bring ideals to reality.
A free and peaceful election at
this critical juncture in our history would be a great step forward in our maturing as a democracy, and in strengthening
democratic institutions in our
country. All around us in this
region, are examples of the
frailty of nascent democratic

traditions.
The threat to democracy does
not come from a still fragmented and weak opposition
that survives under the shadow
of repressive laws.
The danger
arises from
UMNO
panicking
at the prospect of losing some
part of their
political
power, and
the patronage that
goes with
it. UMNO
is haunted
by the fear
that their access to corrupt
wealth, their ability to misuse
government for private advantage, will end. Many of their
supporters have borrowed so
heavily that they face ruin unless they can find new contracts, leases, or land grants.
These corrupt persons are a
small number even in UMNO,
but they can cause great trouble
for the country. This happened
in May 1969 when UMNO
Selangor faced the prospect of
losing power in Selangor. What
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was a political dispute ended
up as race riot in Selangor,
whilst the rest of the country remained calm. Most peaceful of
all was the Malay heartland
state of Kelantan!
There are many
good and honest
people still in
UMNO. They feel
ashamed to see
what has happened to their
party, as they
freely admit in private conversation.
They do not wish
to see UMNO go
down in history as
a party of thieves,
whose members
were incapable of
bringing about
change. They feel helpless.
They are afraid to stand up for
what they know in their hearts
to be right. This is a great
shame because they, more than
anyone, could ensure the
peaceful democratic development of Malaysia.
The leadership of UMNO has
been too long in power. They
have lost touch with the lives
of ordinary people. Their energies are directed to do their
best for their families, relatives
and cronies, while the going is

still good. UMNO is responsible for the decline in morality and ethical standards. Their
behaviour in office is a betrayal
of the pure values of ~lapt and
the common values of all religions. This is inevitable when
a political party has been too
long in undisputed power, so
that professional politicians,
party hacks, and sycophants
rise to the top. The very low
calibre of the ruling party's
leadership can be seen in their
inability to hold their end of
any intellectual debate,
whether in newspapers and
journals, radio and~ at meetings with students abroad, or
over the Internet. The problem
is much deeper than the leadership of Mahathir. The problem is the inability of UMNO
to find the quality of leaders it
needs to survive in a democracy.
The electoral victory of UMNO
Sabah must be seen as early
warning of the dangers we face
in the coming national elections. That victory was a demonstration of buying of votes on
an unprecedented scale. More
serious is the introduction of
the poison of ethnic politics into
Sabah, leaving it polarised on
ethnic and religious lines.
Sabah has been n state whose

politics has always been corrupt but happily free of ethnic
and religious tensions. Now
UMNO has exported its brand
of racial politics to East Malaysia.
The consequence of the same
type of election campaign in
West Malaysia is too fearsome

to contemplate. It will discredit
the electoral process in the eyes
of people. Even the winners of
a corrupt election will be cynical about democracy. If at the
end of it, we are also ethnically
polarised, then the prospects of
our continued development as
a democracy will be in serious
jeopardy. We could end up as
one more failed state in the developing world.
The people of Malaysia have
become more assertive regarding their democratic rights because of the heroic defiance by
Anwar Ibrahim to attempts to
silence him. The expulsion of
Anwar from UMNO is a sign
of the deep divisions within it,
and a struggle to control what
they call Malaysia Incorporated. The brutal treatment of
Anwar in prison is nothing
new. Beating up of political
prisoners, arbitrary arrest and
prolonged detention without
trial, as I can personally testify,
go back to the colonial government, and continued by a Special Branch trained by them.
The strict control of the media,
and the severe restrictions on
the right to form unions and associations, is a continuation of
colonial legislation. The colonial power used these powers
to allow their favoured UMNO
to rise to power, while Malay
nationalists were kept in prison
without trial. These laws enabled UMNO to continue in
power. These laws may be
used to prevent a new generation taking over to build a
democratic society. It is shameful that only fear of foreign disapproval has forced UMNO to
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give a little more respect to the
rights of Malaysians.
Malaysians have the historic
opportunity to build a modem
democratic state, where citizens
may express their opinions
without fear, and can have free
access to a diverse range of
ideas in a plural society. Malaysians have the right to
change their leaders without
being threatened with violence and disorder. Politicians have to be reminded
that they are the servants of
the people, not their masters.
Elected representatives owe
their loyalty to the people
who elected them, and not the
other way around.
All of us must pledge to respect
the results of an honest election.
The political climate of the
country is changed forever, and
those who do not recognise this
will become irrelevant. After
the general election, all Malaysians must support the emergence of stable coalitions to
form the government as well as
to form the opposition. Political enemies have to learn to
work together for the good of
the country. The practice of the
old UMNO of destroying political enemies must be abandoned
in thP new politics of Malaysia.
There are old forces that cannot
think this way, and will try to
bring the whole country down
with them when they fall. Not
only the democratic opposition
must fight these forces, but also
the new generation still remaining in UMNO who stand for
decency and honesty in public
life.O

Mahathir to say about the field
day the media had in publishing
the police affidavit-which was
unrelated to the Anwar trial-that
carried so much unproven filth
and dirt, seriously damaging the
reputation of the former deputy
prime minister? How does
Mahathir reconcile this to the almost total media blackout of Dr
Munawar's affidavit, which exposed torture and extreme cruelty to extract false confessions?
If Maha thir is so concerned
about the so-called abuse of the
Internet, surely he must be similarly
concerned about the blatant
.\ rl'Cord ol llillill', -.tand on current .1il.1ir-..
abuse of the media, which bombarded Malaysians with Barisan
Abuse of the Internet? Inspector General of Police - propaganda during the recent
something Mahathir's Home Sabah election campaign.
What about the
Ministry
failed to unravel, someabuse of the
thing
the
entire police force was Mahathir should realise that
mainstream media?
unable to identify, something the rumours and speculation would
We are surprised to read Dr Attorney General was incapable not flourish over the Internet if
Mahathir's statement that "the of exposing.
we had more honest, indepenInternet has been abused to
dent journalism and credible
spread lies, slanders (sic) and If the Prime Minister had taken media that provide more space
create havoc in the society." (The the Internet reports seriously, the for alternative views.
Star, 16 March 1999) While it police would have zeroed in on
may be true that some Malay- the IGP and investigations could
P Ramakrishnan
sians may have abused the have started with the IGP being
President
Internet in some ways, he is not interrogated. We would have ar17 March 1999
being fair to the greater major- rived at the truth faster and
ity of Malaysians who are ratio- saved a lot of taxpayers' money.
Violence Is not
Instead, it took five months-afnal and responsible.
the solution
ter the various internal investiIt is a pity that he is unable to gations failed to shed any light- Aliran abhors violence and supseparate the wheat from the and a Commission of Inquiry to ports the principle that the
chaff. Instead of pinpointing the force a confession out of the IGP. means must justify the ends. As
guilty ones, he generally consuch, we are shocked to read the
demns all and sundry as he is Surely, the expose over the Prime Minister claiming, "There
wont to. It is about time that he cyberwaves must be one up for are tapes being circulated asking
realises that the benefits of the the Internet.
the Muslims to assassinate leadInternet far outweigh its shorters, including me." (The Star, 18
Let 's also not forget that the March 1999)
comings.
powers-that-be are consistently
It was the Internet that first re- abusing the mainstream media Nobody should advocate viovealed the identity of Anwar's to spread lies and slander and to lence as a means to seek a politicowardly assailant, the former shut out critical voices. What has cal solution. That would be diAli ron Monthly June 1999: 19(5) Page 17

sastrous.
I

Aliran remains steadfast and opposes unequivocally any violent
means attempted to remove Dr
Mahathir Mohamad- just as we
have been opposed to the violence perpetrated on Anwar
Ibrahim to solve a political problem.

A MOST RIDICULOUS CHARGE

nan Chua, chairperson of
Gagasan
Demokrasi
Rakyat, has been remanded for seven days
and may face the charge
that he was attempting suicide by sitting cross-legged
in front of a police truck
after it fired volleys from
water cannons at protestors.

If there is any evidence that there
are people conspiring to assassinate the Prime Minister or others, then it should be used to
charge them in court immediately.

It is important for the Prime Minister to remember that in a democracy, there is no place for
iron-fisted rule. People need
space and scope to articulate
their views democratically. Undemocratic and unjust laws
must not frustrate the freedom
of expression and of association.
It is important for the Prime Minister to realise that it is in the interest of the country to allow
people to operate openly and
democratically. If this avenue is
blocked, then he cannot escape
responsibility if people feel compelled to operate surreptitiously.
In the interest of the nation,
Aliran calls on the authorities to
provide such an avenue by making it t:!cl:.ier Lo register political
parties and societies so that
groups who wish to play a more
active role in creating a civil society may be able to operate legitimately.

'lhlst our police to come up with this most ridiculous of
charges. The act of sitting cross-legged in front of the
truck that Tum was displaying, in fact, comes from a glorious tradition of peaceful civil disobedience that was
practised by courageous leaders with moral authority
such as Gandhi and Martin Luther King Jr.
This same moral force has spurred on ordinary people
to protest against the Soviet invasion of Prague in 1968,
the American involvement in the Vietnam War, the authoritarian Chinese regime in the Tiananmen uprising,
and the Marcos dictatorship in a flourish of People Power
in the Philippines in 1986.

Aliran congratulates Tum for his courage and for continuing the ideals of peaceful civil disobedience in the
streets of Kuala Lumpur. But Ttan had to pay a brutal
price. He was dragged into a police truck, where he was
seen kicked and beaten. Photographs reveal bruise marks
on his back, injured swollen lips and blue-black marks
around one eye.
We call upon the police to immediately release T1a11,
Malek Hussain, the former ABIM secretary, and all others who are still detained following the demonstrations.
Aliran reiterates its call to the police to act with utmost
restraint in dealing with peaceful demonstrations.
Dr Fmncis Loh

P Ramakrishnan
President
18 Mnrch 1999

Secmlzry
16 April1999
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that he will abdicate once his
deputy is ready for the job. He
averred this could happeninone,
two, three or four years after the
upcoming general election. I recall him saying that he was ready
to go in 1998 but Anwar blew it
and he was forced to carry on.
What could happen in one, two,
three or four years, only the PM
knows. Given enough time Pak
Lah may blow it too and, like
Anwar, Gha far and Musa before
him, may never make it to the
exalted position. I'm afraid history is definitely not on the side
of Pak Lah.

Se uel to uSHII"

ltnvoc. Everyone is on the nm; runs
on tTre banks; huge exodus of foreign
Excuse the language, but I take it matter from all the body polil'ic; masthat it's alright now to refer to our sive outflow of funds etc ... in short,
National Laureate's book by its all hell breaks loose.
title since our local dallies have
been citing it freely. What is interesting is that the book has not

No Shit!
An opposite scenario from the

Which reminds me of a political
joke doing the rounds: What's the
difference between British and
Malaysian democracy? Answer:
In Britain, they change their
prime minister every five years
but not their monarch; in Malaysia, we change our kings every
five years but not our ... you
guessed it!

been banned despite being la-

above. Wirawan continues to

belled as Malaysia's most prominentwork of scatology (literature
dealing with filth) to date. What
is even more interesting is that
Shalmon has intimated that he's
on to a sequel- another scatological political novel. So, here are
some plausible titles (and story
lines) that our laureate may want
to consider:

mobilise support but still fails to
buck the system. PM manages to
foil every attempt to expel him
and his ilk with a host of malodorous machinations, which
would make Machiavelli choke!

Follow Suit

*****

Since then, the amounts of suit

Purge
Obvious choice. Follawing the first
novel's tllerne, the hero Wirawnn,
working from the outside, succeeds
in purging PM and his followers.
The novel pivots around the underground work of planting purgatives
in flze bowels of the faeces state.

*****

We have become a highly litigious society in a space of a few
short years. A local daily listed
Holy Shit!
some 21 mega-million ringgit
PM finally sees the light. He has defamation suits which are in the
decided to step down and spends pipeline or which have only been
his last days in quiet meditation partially adjudicated. The root of
and spiritual reh·eat. The story our recent litigious behaviour
revolves around the whole busi- appears to have derived from
ness of a toning for his wrong-do- Vincent Tan's success in filing his
ings. He goes through the tortu- 20-million defamation suit
ous steps of purifying himself against freelance writer M.G.G.
and is finally expelled clean as a Pillai and six others. He was
awarded 10 million.
whistle.

The Runs
claims have reached triple-digit
Malaysian
A nzucfr more hyped version of tile
n1illion-ringgit figures. Lowest of
democracy
above. An overdose of laxatives exthe amounts sued for among the
ecuted /J y the resistance causes The PM has announced yet again rich and famous comes from
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Ummi Hafilda's 20-miUion suit
against Bacaria. At the olher end
of the spectrum is Mir7.an
Mahathir's 550-million suit
against Sin Chew fit Poh and
Guaug-Ming. Courts wHHng, it's
a great \vay to make a living!

*****
Long Live

the Free Market!
Political-types shouldn't be holier-than-thou when it comes to
promoting freedom. The free
market can teach us a thing or
two. Some would argue that recent displays of enthusiasm for
free enterprise almost make::. our
lack of free speech redundant.
Recently, a few thousand people
were enthusiastically camping
out at the crack of dawn outside
the McDonaJd restaurants all
over the country to get their
hands on some cute little teddy
bears called McTeddics. These
little lovelies were used as a

hugely successful promotional
gimmick by the global fast food
giant. Some 1.72million pieces of
these teddies at a cost of four
ringgit per pair were sold within
one month of their promotion!
People came as early as 5 am to
be in the queue to snap up the last
setinaseriessold only during the
month of April. In one
MacDonald outlet in Penang a
glass door was smashed as the
crowd surged its way into the
restaurant.
The police had to be summoned
but treated the enthusiastic mob
with kids' gloves. Certainly there
was no FRU water canon treatment for the McTeddy lovers. In
fact the whole episode is likely to
be trumpeted as a prime example
of marketing success. All that

frenzy over the cute collectibles, Eksklusif was said to have sold
which will probably end up gath- 75,000 on its first edition and
ering dust on shelves, is a sure soared to 190,000 on its second
sign that the free market system issue. Now, here's a good case
is functioning to perfection. With study for management students
such enthusiasm for free enter- and bad news for Utusmr Malayprise, how are we ever to be cut sia and Berita Harian.
off from the grip of the westerncontrolled global market, no mat- Still on marketing, and not politer how hard some of our lead- tics. Shahnon Ahmad's latest
ers deride it?
novel has reportedly sold 70,000
copies at the time of writing.
A nothcr triumph of the free mar- That's only about three months
ket: Viagra. The blue pill is al- after the book was first rcleased.
ready becoming a must-have The unfettered free market has
item among men over 40. With an had a field day \vith the book. At
expected 1.6 million users in this the height of the novel's exposure
country, even the fake versions by the media, we're told that
are already being manufactured some pasar malam sellers didn' t
to cash-in on its hot demand. even have time to unpack the
Lat's cartoon rendition of the books from their boxes before the
rush to buy shows a massive line- crowd started demanding,
up outside a pharmacy on the ''Maim Sl1it, Mtt!tu Shit". With
first day of the sale. Overseeing such an explosion of verbal diarthe crowd were FRU troops on rl)ea, who needs free speech?
the ready complete with water
canon. But we needn' t worry, the
demands of the Viagra patrons
Love Boat
are anatomical not political!
The last time it was \Vorkshops
Even the reformasi movement has for brides-to-be. No"', the Namade for good business these tional Unity and Social Developdays. Witness the proiHeration of ment minister Zaleha Ismail anbooks, magazines and tabloids nounced that pre-nuptial couples
on the Anwar Ibrahim issue. The must attend a marriage course
most popular ones appear to be called Love Boat Module First, she
Detik, Tamaddrm , Massa, Bacaria, said it was compulsory for
Warta KL , Eksklusif as well as people of all religious persuaHarakah. The literature is not nec- sions; then the next day it was
essarily being produced by an pronounced that this would be
idealistic bunch of bleeding heart compulsory for \.1uslirns only.
reformists but hard-nosed busi- Where's the logic? Anyway renesspeople. Their ubiquity at the ports about the so-called moduJe
news vendors suggest that were not very explicit. Does the
reformasi news is good business. package include free boat cruises
Even the sleazy tabloids will have to nowhere for .111 would -be
a story or two (with cheesy head- couples?
lines) on the infamous trial;
favourite targets being Ummi The government i-. . . urely insultHafilda and Azizan. Harakalt ing the intelligence of young
sales have been said to reach the adult Malays1an::. with these Love
300,000 mark and a new paper Boat Module'>. Ail of the

*****
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minister's problems and our social worries would be resolved if
we had proper sex education in
secondary schoot which is so
sorelyneeded. Young Malaysians
need to be systematically taught
about how to cope with adolescence, birth control and communicable diseases like VD and
AIDS.
To think that someone has actually put together a how-to module on "Love"! Wouldn' t it spoil
the bitter-sweet spontaneity of a
lover's quarrel when you have to
stop halfway and check the right
chapter on how to proceed. Let
"love" be handled privately and
not be orchestrated by the state,
PLEASE!

*****

Quotable Quirks
"It's not worth a review"
Kassim Ahmad, writing a halfpage, 6-column review of the
book SHJT in the newspaper, The
Sun, 5 May, 1999.
"Goh camp fetes tete-a-tete do"

Headline of a story in The Star, 16
May, 1999 aboutGoh Cheng Teik
holding a luncheon do days after Koh Tsu Koon held a victory
dinner without him. Standard of
English in our dailies seems to be
going down the drain. Looks like
the whole episode should be referred to as "tit-for-tat" rather
than "tete-a-tete''!
"He complained that his salanJ
was only RM20,000 a 111.ontlt and
that his yearly bo11us is mzly RM
1 million a year."

Description of a high flying
player in a police report made by

a businessman, who was for- &igantic isn't the word to describe
merly linked closely with the it. It's hard to believe it's a
MCA, but currently being pur- humble abode with only six
sued by Law enforcers.
rooms. Could he have meant six

store roonl$?
"Wby should Dr Mahathir's
chUdren suffer discrimination If that palatial structure is meant
and be deprived of opportuni- for the future generation, what's
ties to run businesses of their in it for them? Let me guess. In
own (sic)?"
the future all our prime ministers
will be required to house his/her
R.R. Chandran in a letter to the entire extended family, including
editor, New Straits Times, May 13, cousins twice-removed, perhaps
1999, days after it was revealed even non-blood ties-cronies unin parliament that two of the der the same roof? Or perhaps the
PM's sons were awarded multi- entire voting population of his
million ringgit privatization con- constituency might be given the
tracts by the government.
privilege of free boarding when
it comes to that special time, poll"I know where my bottomline ing day?
is."
In the future the PM might wish
Business woman Ummi Halfilda to consider sub-letting some of
talking about relationships in an the rooms. It might help to defray
interview with the China Press, 4 some of the electricity and water
May, 1999.
bills, even generate enough income to service the mortgage
payn1ents.

*****

Mega VIsion

Anyway, before the future gets to
us, let's hope that the new prime
ministerial palace will be open to
the rakyat. The White House,
even the Buckingham Palace is
open to visitors. We want the
prime minister's palace, which is
being paid for by tax payers'
money, to be open to visitors on
a daily basis and not just during
the annual Hari Raya Open
House. Then we will know how
our money is being spe11t for the
future generation. And we'd
like to suggest that the
auditor's department do a
proper accounting of all the furnishings inside the palace. We
want to know the cost of the
Nonetheless, did anyone notice if French curtains, the gold taps,
he had made any reference to the the Italian onyx (what's that ?)
official PM palace in that same and the marble floors and the
speech? Judging by the pictures, Louis XIV drawing room set.

The PM is bent on defending his
mega projects. He spelled out to
the nation that all those
humongous structures that
everyone's so peeved about were
supposed to last for the coming
generations. The KLIA might
seem like a ghost town now and
the LRT is empty but the PM said
that by 2009, Malaysia would
have a population of 28 million
enabling all to use the facilities.
In other words he is saying that
today's mega projects will be
only tomorrow's Lilliputian
showcases. Give him a break all
you people out there!
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Perhaps, going by the PM's logic
all that extravagance will amount
tocl1ickcn feed in a decade's time.
The future generation will be the
true inheritors of all this
splendour. Perhaps in year 2020
a visitor will be reading on an
electronic plaque:

Perman nt
Council for
Gov eonmen
is ases
A Permanent Council for
Zoonotic Diseases has just been
set up by the government. One
of the tasks of the Council, it has
been reported, is to create awareness among farmers on the need
to report diseases among their
livestock. Good move.

Tlze last PM who occupied this palace surrounded himself with trappings of grandeur. He fumished
ltis palace with the most exclusive
foreign fittings desp1te Iris wellknown aversion to the " West". He
lived his last few years in power
·within the confines of the palace
seldom stepping 011 I of It is mag11 ificenf abode. He needn't do so, as the
palace was an intell1gent building,
equipped with sophisticated stateof-the-art information technology.
He ruled tlze country from the commanding lzeights of his palace
tlzrouglz the use of tire most ad
vanced IT; weekly cabinet meetings
were online and ministers and bureaucrats alike were hooked up 24hours-n-day on the ready to do the
PM's bidding. During his finn/
year, tlte state, lwving been ballkrupted by mo1mtilrg public debts
was no longer able to maintain the
palace. It was auctioned off to the
highest bidder. But the people had
grow11 so used to the building .
They pleaded witlt the Singaporean
buyer that the building must be
preserved in its entirety so that if
will remain as a grim reminder for
future generations that this cotmtry once lrad a golden age and tire
PM's palace marked its zenith. Tlrr
buyer shelved Iris plan to convert
the building into an htdoor theme
park a11d decided to open tlu> lmildillg for public viewing with an ell try fee. Millions upo11 millions
!rave visited the palace since then.
You are the 9,123,456th visitor.

Indeed , it seems to us that such
a Permanent Council would be
necessary to ensure that Malaysians need not encounter for the
third time another tragic episode of arrogant, overconfident
pronouncements of "proof" of
etiology (whether JE, Coxsackie
or EV71) followed by monumental mobilisation of resources to force a disease outbreak into submission to those
government pronouncements.
Viruses observe no gag orders,
make no apologies, fear no
threats of reprimand.

*****

*****

To accompany this move, the
people should set up a Permanent Council for Government
Diseases. One of the tasks of this
Council would be to create
awareness among some Ministers on the need for transparency
and accountability to the people;
to teach them to give us information on the findings and lack of
findings on matters of life and
death such as the horrifying spate
of encephalitis deaths among pig
farmers in Perak,Negri Scmbilan
and Selangor; and to teach them
not to obscure our vision behind
a fog of insecticide in fighting a
disease which is directly transnutted from pigstohwnans without a mosquito intermediary.
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The greater the
appetite for
power, the less
respect for truth.
It is a selfstimulating vice,
especially deadly
when rooted in the
exercise of
authority and
aggravated by
intellectual
conceit. That is
the reason why
so-called
statesmen can be
suclr liars.
Paul Twitchell in
''The Key To Eckandar1'
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Betray~~ And Marginalisation
The Story of Strathisla Estate
by Jeyakumar Devaraj

g

he construction of the
Ipoh-Kuala Kangsar
stretch of the NorthSouth Expressway in
the early 1990s would surely
have brought smiles of anticipation to the Directors of the London Asiatic Rubber and Produce
Company otherwise known as
Golden Hope. The new highway
takes off at a right angle to the old
Ipoh-Kuala Kangsar road, and
heads towards the I<ledang range
making the 2,400-acre Strathisla
Estate owned by Golden Hope
eminently accessible to the rest of
the Kinta District.
The value of the Strathisla land
appreciated significantly as a result of this highway and before
long plans to convert this huge
agricultural holding for residential and commercial purposes
were underway. After profiting
handsomely from plantation activities for several decades,
Golden Hope was now poised to
make fabulous profits from property development.
In 1996, the Perak Corporation

Berhad(PCB), a subsidiary of
Perbadanan Kemajuan Negeri
Perak (PKNP) bought the 700
acres of Strathisla land closest to
the new highway for RM50.6 million.

Retrenchment
The 94 workers in Strathisla Estate first got wind of an imminent

change when 10
among them who
were past the retirement age but
who were still
working on the
estate were suddenly told in July Strathisla residents in front of the Perak Menteri Besar's Office
1997 that their ser- on 3/2/99
vices were no longer required.
Withclrawal
They were told that they would
of
Public
Amenities
be paid their retirement benefits
(amounting to about RM65 per
year of service- much lower than However, weeks stretched into
the retrenchment benefit as pro- months but the State NUPW revided in the Employment Act of mained tight-lipped about the
about RM280 per year.) About on-going negotiations. Meantwo weeks later, the remaining 84 while, the management began
workers received termination withdrawing amenities. Soon after giving the retrenchment nonotices.
tices, the kindergarten was deThe National Union of Plantation molished and the street lights
Workers (NUPW) quickly called were disconnected.
a meeting of Strathisla workers
and informed them that the Other amenities were allowed to
Union was already involved with run down. Management failed to
negotiations with Golden Hope upkeep the water treatment faciland that they were asking for an ity and the drains were left unatex-gratia payment of RM2000 per tended.
year in addition to the retrenchment benefit that is stipulated in In mid-1998, when the residents
the Employment Act, subsidised of Strathisla went to investigate
alternative low-cost housing, and the cause of the foul smell in the
adequate compensation for com- water coming from their housemunity facilities such as the kin- hold pipes, they found a highly
dergarten, hall, temple, cemetry decomposed python floating in
and school. The NUPW assured the,water treatment pond.
the workers that they could stay
on in the estate and that all It was as if the management was
amenities would be maintained attempting to coerce the residents
until the issue of compensation into leaving by making their living conditions intolerable.
was fully resolved.
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The Strathlsla
Residents'
Committee
Finally, inApril1998, some of the
workers decided that iliey had to
something about their situation,
and formed a Residents' Committee with the help of Alaigal, a
local NGO. One of the main concerns of this committe was to restme some of the amenties that
had been withdrawn and to prevent further privation. Street
lights were reconnected after representations to Tenaga Nasional;
the water treatment facility was
cleaned after complaints to the
Perak Health Department; several gotong-royong activities
were carried out to cut the grass
and to clear clogged drains; attempts by Golden Hope to demolish the creche and the community hall were forestalled.
The residents' committee other
main effort was to approach the
State NUPW to find out exactly
what the situation was with regards to their compensation. The
NUPW bitterly resented this and
went to the press with allegations
that "third parties" were interfering and confusing the workers.
Several members of the residents'
committee were threatened by
the local NUPW leaders. The
chairperson of the residents'
committee,JoTHi, was assaulted
by the estate NUPW leader.
Golden Hope went to the local
police and accused JoTHi, who
was born in Strathlsla and who
had worked 22 years in the estate,
of criminal trespass.

The NUPW·Golden
Hope Agreement
Finally, the Residents' Committee
found out the terms of the com-

pensation that the NUPW had
worked out with Golden Hope 1} 20 days of wages per year of
service as provided in the Employment Act.

As their average wages were calculated to be about RM 13-16 per
day, this meant that they each will
receive RM250 -RM300 per year
of service.
2) Additional exgratia payment
of RM300 per year of service.

Only a small minority of the
workers have houses of their own
outside the estate. Most of the
families had not managed to save
enough money to buy their own
houses. They were disappointed
that Golden Hope and the PCB,
which would both profit handsomely from the development of
Strathlsla land, were not generous enough to offer subsidised
alternative housing.

The Strathlsla
Residents' Demands

The Strathisla Residents' Com3) Option to buy a low-cost house mittee, after mud\ discussion
for RM32 000. These houses are with the estate's residents, has
to be built by PCB Development put forward several demands to
Berhad, a fully-owned subsidiary their former employer, Golden
of the PCB. Work on this hous- Hope, and to the State Governing project, which is located in the ment. These demands include:
interior of the estate, has yet to
1) Higher cash compensation.
begin.
2) Alternative low-cost housing
at RM12,500 per unit for each
The cash benefits specified above
will only be paid when the
family.
worker concerned moves out of 3) The right to occupy their old
the estate house he or she is ochouses until their alternative
cupying.
accomodation is ready.
4) Maintenance of all amenities
The Strathisla workers were disespecially water supply, street
appointed with the terms and
lights and general cleanliness
quantum of the compensation that
until the workers move out to
had been agreed to by the NUPW
their new accomodation.
after a year of negotiations. Of the 5) Negotiations with regard to
84 workers offered retrenchment
just compensation for combenefits, only 4 were offered more
munity amenities such as the
than RM20 000, 9 were offered
hall, school, playing field and
BETWEEN RM15 000 and RM20
cemetry.
OOO,and 10betweenRM10<XX>and
RM15000.
Golden Hope's latest response
has been the attempt to charge
The majority of Strathisla work- the Residents' Committee Chairers are above the age of 40 years, person for criminal trespass and
and most of them have no other illegal occupation of estate
vocational skills apart from plan- accomodation. The PCB for its
tation work. The opportunities part has put u p a large
for them to obtain well paying noticeboard threatening trespassjobs, especially in a time of eco- ers. The State Government has
nomic recession, are not too gone on record as saying that the
bright.
terms of the compensation are
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fair and that the people should Had Golden Hope wanted to
not ask for more. The NUPW has show its appreciation to its workwarned the Strathisla workers ers, it could have given out housthat they risk losing everything ing lots to all its remaining 94
if they do not sign up for the workers; 94 housing lots would
RM32000 houses; sevE!rai of the only require 12 acres - a mere 0.5
workers have already signed up per cent of the land area of
and paid up the RM3,000 deposit. Strathisla Estate.

Betrayal
The betrayal of the Strathisla
community began when the
management pensioned off 10 of
its longest serving workers in
June 1997. That"astute" move on
the part of the management
saved Golden Hope RM250 000
in retrenchment benefits to these
old workers, who had faithfully
worked for the company for the
past 40 years or more.
This callous move on the part of
a company about to cash in on the
massive appreciation of its land
captures very well the ethos of
the plantation companies in Malaysia (and exposes the futility of
the Government's strategy of trying to persuade plantation companies to provide better amenities and housing for the plantation workers). The idea seems to
be to squeeze as much as is possible from the workers and give
them the barest minimum required by the law.
Golden Hope could easily have
given a much larger ex-gratia
settlement to its former workers.
An ex-gratia of RM1,000 per year
of service, as suggested by the
Plantation WORKERs Support
Group in 1995, would have come
to about RM 1.42 million in all,
barely 3 per cent of the selling price
of the 700 acres of the estate to the
PCB! And there is still another
1,700 acres ofStrathisla estate land
left to sell once the economy comes
out of the doldrums.

These two initiatives would not
have plunged Golden Hope in
the red, but would have gone a
long way towards ensuring the
economic security of their former
workers. However, given the
ethos of plantation companies alluded to above, it is quite unrealistic to expect plantation companies to be forthcoming with
schemes such as these.
The State NUPW perpetuated the
betrayal of the Strathisla community when they persisted in negotiating with an intransigent
AND ARROGANT plantation
company without consulting the
residents. Had NUPW been a
powerful union which could
hold its own against plantation
companies, such an approach
might have been defensible.

Land Code stipulates that an application must be made to the
State Estate Land Board (which
is chaired by the State Secretary)
before any estate land can be subdivided or converted for other
purposes.
After consulting with relevant
bodies, which includes the
Labour and Health Departments,
the State Estate Land Board can
specify certain conditions that
need to be met before the land is
sold or converted for other uses.
Clearly these powers have not
been used by the Perak State
Government to ensure that
Strasthila workers were offered a
fair deal. Even after the matter
has been passed by the State Estate Land Board, the State Government can use its discretionary
powers over land matters to pressure the companies involved to
act responsibly with regard to its
former workers.

In Kelantan, the State Government has used the Land Acquisition Act to take estate land and
subdivide it into housing lots of
80 by 100 feet and then has sold
However, the NVPW of today is these lots to the workers on the
a mere shadow of its former self, estate for RM 2,500. The money
and is not taken seriously by the thus collected was given back to
large companies as they are well the plantation company conaware of the various labour laws cerned as compensation.
that have hobbled the union
movement in this country. Given There is nothing stopping the
this scenario, the NUPW should Perak Government from doing
have let the people in on the ne- either of the above. Unfortugotiations and let them make the nately, however, the Perak State
decision whether and how to ap- Government has not seen it necply pressure on Golden Hope, essary to intervene decisively in
instead of shielding the company. the interest of the workers in estates that are sold for developUnlike the NUPW, the other sup- ment except for the occasional
posed "protector" of the planta- platitude at some official certion community, the State Gov- emony.
ernment, has tremendous clout.
Section 214A of the National A just resolution of the Strathisla
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case is crucial for the plantation
communities of Perak. The State

Government will lose all moral
authority to insist that other plantation companies compensate
their workers properly ifitallows
its subsidary, PCB, to avoid giving adequate compensation to
the people of Strathisla.
One can only speculate why most
of the Barisan Nasional-controlled states, including Perak,
have failed to implement the enlightened policy seen in
Kelantan. One can only hope that
there is no conflict of interest involving the state politicians and
senior government officials entrusted with power over land
matters. However when one
notes that there are 13 Local
Nominee Shareholders in PCB
collectively holding 22 per cent of
the 70 million shares floated, one
begins to develop serious doubts.
Meanwhile the Struggle for a just
settlement continues.
Several Strathisla residents have
decided that they must continue
to push for better compensation
despite the harassment that lhey
facing from Golden Hope, the
PCB, and the NUPW. However
they have a difficult task ahead
of them as they face a formidable
alliance comprising a large and
wealthy plantation company, a
subsidary company of the Perak
SEDC, and the State Government. 0

Jeyakumar Devaraj is an
activistwithAlaigal,alocal NGO working among
urban pioneers, factory
workers and plantation

Leela Naraynasamy was born in Strathisla
Estate. Both her pueats were workers in
this estate. Leela began working on the estate whEn she was 15. When she reached
55 in 1995, the estate management aUed
her to continue working. However, 10 days
...._____, before the 011iER workers received retrenchment notices, Leela was asked to stop work and given
RM2,600 as gratuity. Had she been offered retrenchment ben. efits at the same rate as the other workers she would have
received RM25,000.

Jothi, thea.airperson of theStrathislaRalidents' Committee. Her parents were
Strathisla workers. Jothi had worked 22
years when retrendted. in 1WI.
In August 1998, she was admitted to lpoh
Hospital for concussion after an assault by
the NUPW Chairman. In Feb 1999, poHce began investigations for "criminal trespass".

Shareholders of Perak Corporation Bhd 8
Perbadanan Kemajuan Negeri Perak
Cherry Blosom Sdn Bhd
Sergap Berkat Sdn Bhd
Permodalan Nasional Bhd
RC Nominees Sdn Bhd
Arab-Malaysia Nominees
Multi-Purpose Bank Nominees
Vole Nominees Sdn Bhd
Simeban Nominees Sdn Nhd
Mayhan Securities Nominees
TA Nominees Sdn Bhd
Oticorp Nominees Sdn Bhd
Amsteel Equity Nominees Sdn Bhd
Omega Nominees Sdn Bhd
Alliedban Nominees Sdn Bhd
Cimsec Nominees Sdn Bhd
I<enaga Nominees Sdn Bhd

38.1.,
12.0%
11.0%

17.1.,
4.2%

2.2%
1.1~

05.,
0.4'11
0.3%

•

Key
• Percentage of the 70 million shares held
#I Both companies are fuDy owned subsklaries cfPKNP
• All other nominees have smaDer ownership

worken.
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Turning Over?
Sycophantic media prompts more and more
Malaysians to seek alternative views

by Dr Mustafa K Anuar
n the fateful day when
ousted Deputy Prime
Minister
Anwar
lbra him was given a
six-year jail sentence by High
Court Judge Augustine Paul,
much of the mainstream media, in particular TV3, went to
town not primarily for that
very judgement and its legal
and political ramifications, but
it was because of the ensuing
violence that erupted in the
streets of Kuala Lumpur. The
authorities claimed - and the
mainstream media echoed diligently - that the violence was
sparked by the Reformasi
people.
Such sensationlist media coverage of this and other incidents in the wake of Anwar's
swift dimissal may have kept
many curious Malaysians
wondering whether we are really witnessing a new era of
"media liberalisation" in Malaysia.
But before they jump for joy,
they should do a reality check:
pinch themselves or, in the parlance of a liberal era, get a Solid
Grip of themselves in the light
of this apparently new phe-

nomenon.
Two facets of media journalism
could prompt unsuspecting
Malaysians to believe that we
are entering a "media
liberalisation" phase of sorts.

Sleaze
The first facet involves the media coverage-and flauntingof sleaze and lurid accounts of
alleged sexual encounters that
relate to the charges against
Anwar Ibrahim. This is the
very stuff that, as any Malaysian journalist worth her salt
would know, many British tabloid newspapers are made ofand the Malaysian media
seemed to have adopted this
journalistic approach. To be
sure, the juicy stuff was religiously and regularly reported, many a time on the
front pages-and not, in truly
coy Malaysian fashion, buried
elsewhere in the inside pages.

few months of the Anwar saga
saw many of the mainstream
media splashing or rather,
smearing their pages and
screens with semen, secretion
and sodomy. These are some
of the terms that have now become household words to the
extent that they would make
sex education in secondary
school appear like kindergarten stuff. We were relentlessly
reminded, for instance, that a
mattress is not only meant for
people to sleep on.
And if one needs reminding,
the mainstream television stations reported on these sexually controversial matters without them having to apply for
"Above 18" certification! It
would appear that sensual stories have now been given a
"Universal" stamp of approval
by the Ministry of Truth, oops,
Information.

Indeed, 1998, at least its latter
part, turned out to be an annus
Thus, some Malaysians may horribilis for the country with so
be forgiven if they thought many blots on Malaysian pubthat we had broken away from lic life.
our pristine "Asian values"
only to indulge ourselves in But have the mainstream mesex, sex and more sex. The first dia really gone lascivious? Not
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really. While the media were indeed quick to splash mud in
public over the"Anwar issue",
they appeared less candid
when it came to other Malaysians whether politicians, corporate figures, etc. The double
standards and selective sleaze
fuels suspicion among Malaysians that the mainstream media as a whole have been
turned into convenient instruments to help stain Anwar's
personal and public image. Of
course, we are not arguing here
that Malaysians would have
good reason to celebrate had
the mainstream media gone
totally licentious. That would
be a different story altogether.

Stage•managed
'freedom'
The second facet of media journalism refers to attempts by
certain television stations in
particular to apparently provide some democratic space for
dissenting views. The "feel
good" ntv7 station has aired a
series of ''Dateline Malaysia"
programmes in which social
activists, certain members of
the opposition parties as well
as pro-government participants discussed controversial
issues such as human rights,
democracy, demonstrations
and dam-building.
The timing of "Dateline Malaysia" and the manner in which
it was managed raised a numher of important questions. For
one, that this programme was
first aired in the midst of the famous Reformasi weekend
"Shopping for Justice" demon-

strations in Kuala Lumpur
could mean that it was an attempt to take the heat off the
streets. In a sense, it was a way
of trying to "domesticate"
street demonstrations.

nance company's "flagging"
attempt at promoting patriotism came in handy during the
series.
Besides, editing was made
easier given the fact that "Dateline Malaysia"
was pre-recorded even
though it gave
the impression
that it was
broadcast
'live'.

Social commentators such
as Rustam A.
Sani were less
charitable.
They perceived
"Dateline Malaysia" as part
of an exercise
in damage conCertain newstrol. It could
papers, too,
also be contried to give
strued, at best,
the impression
that they were
as a public relations exercise.
willing to face
The credibility Rustam A Sani: An exercise in damage
issues such as
of the main- control
Reformasi,
demonstrastream media
has nose-dived so much in re- tions, etc. head on. But these
cent months that some sem- were weak attempts at providblance of press freedom had to ing a facade of intellectual exbe shown.
change in a society where intellectual discourse is generally
The way ''Dateline Malaysia" not highly regarded by the
has been managed suggests powers-that-be. The newspathat its producers are cynical pers normally framed such disabout dissent, democracy and cussions in a manner that was
human rights. The moderator politically safe and correct, alof the programme occasionally though one might not deny the
took centre-stage and actively occasional attempts by a few
participated in the discussion editors and/ or journalists in
to the point of marginalising, these newspapers to somewhat
if not ridiculing, certain panel surreptitiously insert a critical
speakers especially if they were piece or two in, say, the literseen as overtly critical of the ary or lifestyle pages.
government Rude interjection
Alternative media
(by the programme moderator)
and the crass intrusion of ad- The move to offer something
vertisements were at times con- that appears critical was made
veniently used as mechanism mainly because the mainof self-censorship. Indeed, a fi- stream media sensed that their
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credibility is on the line. This
strategy is made more serious
and urgent with the growing
lllnUI(AHI.I PAIMHA.IA
~popularity of the alternative
RAHIM NOOR
media such as the oppqsition
PUKULSAYA?
PAS organ, Harakah, monthly
magazine Tamadun, A/iran
-ANWAR ~
Monthly and the Internet. As it
is, the public have already
mounted a campaign to boycott such newspapers as
Utusan Malaysia to register
their disgust over what they
consider crude distortions of Harakah : Soari11g sales
facts and an insult to their intelligence, especially over the and economic situation of the
Anwar issue.
country. These are people who
feel that their minds have been
The soaring sales of Harakah, dulled by the mainstream mass
which is said to have touched media, which swiftly echo tl1e
the 300,000 mark, can be ruling elite's every pronouncelargely attributed to the ment.
people's general disenchantment with the mainstream me- U the predictable pro-governdia. Curious and concerned ment journalism of the mainMalaysians are hungry for stream media has directly or
what they deem credible news indirectly popularised political
and balanced reporting, and party organs and alternative
critical analyses of the political magazines, it has ironically

HARAfCAJilrt,

carved a niche for local talented
and creative writers as well as
resourceful computer wizards
in the Internet. Many websites,
constructed and managed in
the most professional way possible, have sprung up like wildfire particularly since the
Anwar saga. Paradoxically,
Prime Minister Mahathir
Mohamed is partly responsible
for this after having
popularised the Internet inMalaysia through his pet project,
the Mu1timedia Super Corridor.
These websites have become
very popular among Malaysians, going by the number of
hits they have received. Many
of these websites (the last count
being over 60 sites), are proAnwar and pro-Reformasi, as
indicated by their names, and
several of them have more than
a million hits each. In other
words, these websites are not
"cobwebs" that haven't been

I

BOXA
Reformasi Nasional (http:/ / members.xoom.com / _XOOM/renasional/m.htm);
Saara Keadilan (http:/ /www.geocities.com/Yosemite/Trails/2882/);
Laman Reformasi (http:/ /members.tripod.com / -mahazalimtwo/);
Adll (http:I / members.easyspace.com/ reformasi /);
Berita Reformasi (http:/ /www.geocities.com /Tokyo/Flats/3797/berita.htm);
Doi Moi (http:/ / members.tripod.com/ doimoi/);
justice for Anwar and Reformasi (http:/ /members.tripod.com / -Anwarite/); and
Anwar Online (http:/ /members.tripod.com/ -Anwar_Ibrahim/main.htm).

BOXB
Sakai (http:/ /www.saksi.com/); and
Sabri Zain's Reformasi Diary (http:/ /www.geocities.com /CapitolHill/Congress/5868/), and
Freemalaysia (http:/ /www.freemalaysia.com /).
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visited, or updated, for a long Malaysians. Up-to-date acwhile. A sample of such counts of, say, human rights
websites can be found in Box violations and press stateA.
ments, among others, are
found here. To get a sense of
It is via these websites that the these websites, check Box C.
latest and most controversial Incidentally, for the politically
news (which the mainstream curious, they can visit "Politimedia would not dare touch cal
Corner"
(http: I I
with a semen-laced pole), criti- www.stm.itlpoliticl
cal analyses and gossip are dis- malaysia.htm) where websites
seminated.
of both the ruling coalition and
opposition parties are located,
There are other websites apart from links to various
which, as mentioned earlier, Anwar sites.
showcase an array of talented
Coming of age
local writers. To get a taste of
these writings, check out Box The cyber world's popularity
B. These writers among others, among Malaysians hooked to
have demonstrated that Malay- the Internet and others who
sians would have been ex- visit cybercafes is mainly due
posed to intelligent, rational to the availability of reports
and, in certain instances, witty and analyses of incidents and
writings and healthy intellec- issues relating to democracy,
tual exchanges in the main- justice, human rights or sociostream media had freedom of economic and political develexpression and of the media opment that affect citizens. The
been given its proper and due interactive nature of the
place in Malaysian society.
Internet allows Malaysians to
air their views without having
Websites that touch on human to face considerable censorrights, democracy and party ship, thereby making the politipolitics have also managed to cally progressive websites recatch the attention of many ally people-friendly. Those

who do not have access to computers and the Internet rely in
the main on printouts and photocopies from families and
friends who are Internet-connected. Is it any wonder, for
instance, that certain mosques
in the country were reported
on the Net to have indicated
their desire to allocate a certain
amount of their budget to computers and Internet connection?
In conclusion, we could argue

that the increasing self-censorship and sycophantic nature of
much of the mainstream media
have actually spurred many a
concerned and conscientious
Malaysian to tum over a new
leaf-and seek alternative media that in part enable them to
exercise their democratic rights
to express their opinions, to
gain access to information, and
to exchange ideas. Above all, it
enables them to participate in
various ways in the democratic
process. The mainstream media, even from a very selfish
point of view, should recognise
that most Ma laysians have
come of age. 0

BOXC
Suram (http:/ /www.geodties.com/CapitolHill/Lobby / 1577/);
Gerak (http:/ /www.gerak.org/);
Alkaa (http:/ /www.malaysia.net/aliran/);
Bar Ccnmci1 (http:/ /www.jaring.my /bar-mal/);

lntematicmal Movement for a Just World
(http:/ / members.tripod.com / Anwar_Online/main.htm);
Putl Rakyal Matayaia (http:/ /www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/Senate/1713/);
Harabh {Pas) (http:/ /www.jaring.my /pas/haralcah/semasa/welc:ome.shtml);
DAP (http:/ /www.malaysia.net/dap/index2.htm); and the
Sanpandl dJscussion group (http:/ /www.malaysia.net/lists/sangkancil/).
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The Nipah Virus Epidemic
A Local Response to Disinformation
JE epidemic recently in addition
to an eruption of the Nipah virus
The Civil Rights Committee of the Selangor Chinese
epidemic. The fum diagnosis of
JE fatalities is tricky under the
Assembly Hall was recently commissioned by the
recently prevailing conditions
Federation of Chinese Chambers of Trade and Indusand detailed unambiguous evitry of Malaysia, The Federation of Livestock Farmers
dence would have to be provided
Associations of Malaysia, the Chinese Chambers of
by the National Task Force to
Trade and Industry of KL and Selangor, and the
support
its assertion that we had
Selangor Chinese Assembly Hall to conduct a factan
accentuated
JE outbreak this
finding mission on the Nipah virus outbreak. As part
in particular acyear.
Scientists
of their investigations, Aliran Exco member DR.
cept no other basis for reasoned
CHAN CHEE KHOON (Co-ordinator, Citizens'
discussion about health or epideHealth Initiative) was interviewed on May 3, 1999.
miological matters. If firm eviWe reproduce below an edited transcript of this indence is not (yet) available, but
terview.
practical, urgent decisions have
to be made, we should be honest
about the tentative, reasoned basis for our actions, and not hide
SCAR: Shortly after the Nipalz vi- present, official compensation behind an unjustified certainty
rus epidemic spread to Bukit however makes no provision for which could bring about harmPe/a11dttk, villagers took the initill- pig-farm employees who have ful consequences. The prevailing
tive to evacuate without waiting for suffered loss of livelihood. Only consensus in the health and scihelp from the government. From pig-farm owners are given com- entific community is that this is a
your viewpoint, to contain the spread pensation (quite meagre at that) principally Nipah virus epidemic.
of the virus, what should tlte gauern- for loss of animals.

rnent have done immediately?
CCK: With the benefit of hindsight, we now know that abandoned pigs and other domestic
and farm animals should be put
down, to prevent the virus' further spread to other animals and
humans. At the time, things
were more confused, but one important lesson learnt, from Ipoh
as well- adequate compensation
for culled animals would reduce
the incentive to move infected
pigs out of the area, thereby reducing the risk of spread. The

SCAH: From tire time of the Ipol1
'']E" outbreak right up until no'W, the

Ministry of Health continues to assert that the courzlnJ is facing a serious ]E epidemic in addition to a more
recently recognised Nipah epidemic.
From your observations, is there any
strong evidence to support that conclusion?
CCK: From the information officially available from the National Task Force or the Ministry
of Health, it is not possible to conclude that we had an accentuated
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SCAH: We understand tlzat some

local experts had quite early 011 questioned the initial JE diagnosis. Do
you think the Ministry ofHealth was
too confident in their early declaration of a }E epidemic?
CCK: At the early stage of the
epidemic (last quarter of 1998), it
was not unreasonable to treat it
presumptively as a JE outbreak,
since the human cases were clustered around pig-farms (pigs being a major reservoir ofJE virus),
and the outbreak was also occur-

ring during a seasonal peak for

developed along with our accumuJating knowledge of how the
virus spreads (further guarding
against the possibility of as yet
undetected but plausible modes
of spread), which animal hosts it
can break out from, what are
early warning signals we can be
aJert to to catch it at the earliest
possible stage.

JE. The authorities however were
quite slow in recognising the unusual epidemiological and clinicalfeatures of this outbreak as the
fatalities began to accumulate. It
was quite clear by the end o£1998
that i) this was not in fact a JE
epidemic and that an unusual
pig-infesting pathogen was the
most likely cause of the dramatic
increase in encephalitic deaths,
and ii) that a major mode of
transmission was close contact
with live infected pigs and
freshly-slaughtered carcasses.
The logical, immediate control
measures would then have included: extreme caution and protective gear in handling live pigs
(especially in farms where there
had been recent unusual pig illness and deaths), similar precautions for abattoir workers, a ban
on movement of pigs between
farms and out-of-state, while
awaiting a decision on culling of
animals and other measures. To
be fair, this sounds clearer in
hindsight, so all the more it was
important to have dear-thinking,
experienced leadership backed
up by sound advice in such a hothouse atmosphere.

Once the virus is isolated however, it makes things much easier
as you can develop antibody tests
and other means of tracking the
epidemic (and eventually allows
for the possibility of vaccine development). lt is difficult to consional ethics and integrity. I of- trol an epidemic if you cannot refered my help as a trained epide- liably identify infected humans
miologist to the Ministry of and animals, especially asympHealth, both during the Sarawak tomatic carriers who do not come
outbreak (1997) and the current to attention by falling sick.
Nipah epidemic, but never got a
SCAH: Pig farmers have been
response.

blamed for creating n polluted enviSCAH: Universiti Hospital scien- romnent that caused the outbreak of
tists Dr Chua Kaw Bing and Profes- the Nipah epidemic? What is your
sor Lam Sai Kit isolated the new vi- opinion on that?
rus on 5th March, and the Ministry
of Health announced the confirma- CCK: The polluted farm envition of this on 19th March. But it ronment was not the origin of the
was only on 28th March when the epidemic, insofar as we wish to
Ministry announced the precautions distinguish the introduction of a
to be taken /Jt; pig farm workers, ab- novel pathogen from its exploattoir workers and lorry drivers. Do sive outbreak. Until we know
you think the Ministry should have more about how the virus
moved faster in implementing the spreads within and between animal populations, we can only
correct disease control measures?

SCAH: In its epidemic control efforts , the government appears to be
quite reluctant to consult and utilise
the full range of relevant expertise
in our country, such as Professor
Jane Cardosa (virologist) and pig CCK: The cruciaJ event is not the
disease veterimlrian Dr Henn; Too. detection or identification of the
Why is this the case?
new virus, but the anaJysis of earCCK: The government is quite
happy to assign competent professionals to these responsibilities
as long as they strictly abide by
rules of confidentiality and information management. At times,
these may come into conflict with
competing notions of profes-

guess that the unsanitary conditions in pig farms could have facilitated the rapid spread of the
virus (possibly via animal urine,
lier cases and fatalities and what faeces, contaminated water etc).
they tell us about the likely But sanitary conditions are
modes of transmission. Identify- clearly desirable for reasons of
ing a new virus does not tell you all-round health and other conhow it can be spread. Unfortu- siderations.
nately, that comes from human
(sometimes fataJ) experience, and SCAH: The SCAH fact-finding
from experimental findings. Pre- team hod learned from the villagers
ventive measures will have to be that there had been unusual occur-
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renee ofillness and death among cats,
dogs, musang and other wildlife species early on during the Nipah outbreak. What can we deduce from
these wildlife and animal observations?
CCK: The origins of the epidemic are becoming more uncertain with the detection of earlier
and earlier Nipab virus (human)
cases. It is still important to establish the likely origin of this
epidemic, but regardless of
whether the virus came into the
country in recent years from a
foreign source, or whether it
broke out of a long-established
local animal reservoir, the practical consequence is that the virus
is now more widely disseminated in our local ecology and
animal populations- pigs, dogs,
cats, goats, horses, rats, bats and
possibly other wildlife animals.
This means that we should not be
surprised by sporadic future outbreaks. Most importantly, we
need early warning systems to
catch these possible outbreaks so
as to contain them at an early
stage - epidemic surveillance,
early warning signs such as unusually frequent occurrence of
atypical animal sickness and
deaths among domestic animals
and wildlife, and continuing efforts to detect and monitor presence of Nipab virus in a variety
of potential animal reservoirs.

Random exposure to such animals (as opposed to intense exposure of larger numbers of humans such as occur in pig-farms)
may result in isolated cases from
time to time (if the virus manages
to persist in a carrier state in a
variety of animals). The danger
is that the virus may once in a
w hile break out from an isolated
animal carrier into another sus-

ceptible animal population (such follow-up scheme so far as l can
as pigs) which serve to amplify tell appear quite reasonable (cliits lethal spread through the large nicians can answer this better).
scale contact of humans with this Rehabilitation of recovering paamplifying secondary host.
tients is also important as we
know of cases who are still seSCAH: At the moment, the known verely weakened and variously
mode of infectiol1 for the Nipnh vi- dysfunctional even after a year
rus is close physical contact with past discharge.

infected live pigs or recently-slaughtered carcasses. Until we can rule
out other possibilities, what kind of
precautions should be taken by the
authorities and the villagers in the
meantime?
CCK: As mentioned earlier, the
authorities and communitymust
be alert to the possibility of the
virus breaking out from other infected domestic or wildlife animal carriers into livestock such as
pigs which humans have extensive contact with.

The continuing follow-up of recovered Nipah patients is an important step in the right direction,
to accumulate information on the
natural history of the disease, efficacy of treatment, and latency
and infectivity. There is a report
of Nipah virus being detected in
pig semen - if it has not been
done already, human semen and
other body fluids of recovering
patients need to be tested also for
viable virus, to ensure that sound
advice is offered to patients and
family members, with compassion and sensitivity.

The affected communities however require much more assistance to help the families put
their lives back in order - economically, socially, psychologically. The existing official compensation, meagre as it is, does
not cater to the needs of pig-farm
employed workers. This tragedy,
among other things is an occupational health calamity and
SOCSO, with its very substantial
assets is in a position to do much
more than what it has done so far.
It is a statutory scheme for compensation of occupationally-derived health problems, and it
should consider setting aside a
special sizeable allocation for this
national disaster.
SCAH: In its handling of the
Nipah outbreak, as well as the
1997 Sarawak outbreak of viral
myocarditis, the credibility of the
Ministry of Health has been severely dented. What needs to be
done to restore public confidence
in the Ministry's capabilities, including its handling of information dissemination?

SCAH: Many villagers have lost CCK: Let me say that in an emertheir relatives and jobs and as a gency situati011 of outbreak inresult are suffering from severe vestigation and control, the govsocial, psychological, and eco- ernment in principle should have
nomic pressures. What kinds of the discretion for timely and retreatment and supporting sponsible release of information.
schemes do you think are needed Having said that, let me add that
by the community?
the government must sustain the
confidence of the public that it is
CCK: The clinical treatment and doing a competent, just and credAli ron Monthly June 1999: 19(5) Page 34

ible job in the broader interests of
the entire community. Sacrifices
are often necessary when confronting national emergencies.
The government must exercise
accountable, exemplary readership in implementing well-considered and firm but necessary
measures in a difficult situation,
and in ensuring that these are equitably borne as a nationa I, social
compact. There is no other way
to sustain confidence, broadbased support and unity in facing such challenges. Gag orders
on public and professional discourse fail miserably in averting
disquiet and panic- this can only
be achieved by accurate, timely
information from a credible, competent and responsible source.

SCAH: In this Nipah virus outbreak, what are your thoughts on the
role and public conduct of biomedical researchers and the hea/thcare
professions?
CCK: The Malaysian Medical

that it causes.

SCAR: More generally, what are
your suggestions for future efforts
aimed at controlling emerging infectious diseases in our country?
CCK: There are many things to
be considered, let me just men-

tion one of the more important
for now:
We cannot depend on CDC and
similar international, foreign
agencies to carry out routine epidemic surveillance and monitoring of emergent and re-emergent
infectious disease. This has to be
done on-site with local personnel,
institutions and resources. At
some point in an outbreak investigation, we may need to caU in
foreign assistance (e.g. CDC, by
the nature of their national and
international work, have accumulated the most extensive database and collection of pathogens which are essential in identifying, classifying or confirming
obscure
or
previously
unencountered pathogens). We
should have learnt from the
Sarawak experience of 1997 that
the Ministry of Health needed to
set up our own epidemic surveillance system, a mini-CDC of sorts
within the country, utilising the
full range of human and institutional resources which are locally
available.

Association (through its Berita
MMA editor-in-chief Dr David
Quek), the Malaysian Medical
Tribune, the Academy of Family Physicians of Malaysia have
joined leading biomedical scientists like Jane Cardosa, Lam
Sai Kit, Chua Kaw Bing in an
international scientific consensus (extending to CDC, CSlRO,
WHO, Science Magazine,
ProMED, etc) that the current
epidemic is principally a Nipah I am concerned for instance that
virus outbreak.
medical ecology, a key expertise
in outbreak investigation and inIt appears that only the Ministry fectious disease control has been
of Health, other government de-emphasised as a priority
agencies and the local media are within our health research capapersisting in this portrayal of a bilities. This is shortsighted. Our
"Nipah JE epidemic" - a mean- efforts to cope with emergent and
ingless use of terminology which re-emergent infectious disease is
can have hazardous conse- crucially dependent on these and
quences because of the confusion other skills.
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BETTER
TO BE
HARD OF
HEARING
When

a country
is

tolerably quiet,
it is better

fora
Government
to be
hard of
hearing
in respect of
seditiOflS
language
than to be
very agile

in proseCIIting.
Sir Robert Peel

What ·You Should Know
If You Are Arrested
How To Define Arrest?
Only when...
The police say "you are under arrest''
The police handcuff you
You are prevented .from leaving a room, a site etc.

or lawyer. If you are arrested in the areas between
Jalan TAR and Dataran Merdeka, you will most
likely be taken to Dang Wangi (Stadium) police station and Campbell police station. Ask your friend,
famjly or lawyer to go first to Dang Wangi police
station to verify your arrest and whereabouts.

After Arrest

What H You AN Stoppetl

TI1e police must tell you why you are arrested.
The police can only keep you in the lockup for 24
hours. After the 24-hour period expires, the police
~, driving llo111e etc.)!
must bring you before a magistrate for an extension of your remand. Otherwise you will be reYou may be questioned. ONLY give your particu- leased either on police bail (jam in mulut) or charged.
lars i.e. name, IC number, address. You may also
You can't bring anything into the lockup except for
be asked to show your rc.
the clothes you have on. When the police take your
things away, you must sign for it.
You don't have to answer any other questions.
Always ask for the police's identification. Take
You may be asked to give a 113 statement (caudown their name and ID number too.
tioned statement). The police officer taking your
statement must read you your rights.

By The Pollee (while walking

lfYou&..Asketl

a..,o...rca-dlon
~

I

Be careful when answering verbal questions put
Ask the police "Am I under arrest?"
If he/she says "yes", do not answer any more ques- by the police.lt may be in the form of .friendly questions. It is your right to only answer questions in tions about the weather, your family etc. to relax
you. Think twice before answering them as it can
court.
be used against you in court.
If he/she says "no", you may leave anytime.

HYouArehi. . Arreated
Alert the people near you.
If you have a hand-phone, call your friend, family

If the police ask you to take a 113 statement, you
must give your particulars e.g. your name, IC etc.
And find out the name of the officer. Any other
questions, we strongly advise you not to answer.
It is your right! Whatever you may say, can be used
against you or your .friends. You can answer all
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other questions like this way:
Q: Were you at the Dataran in the afternoon?
A: I will only answer all questions in court.
Q: How did you get to Dataran this afternoon?
A: I will only answer ali questions in court.
Q: Did your mother prepare lunch for you before
you left?
A: I will only answer all questions in court.

BLOOD & BARBID WIRI

r

If the police officer taking your statement threatens you verbally or behaves in a threatening manner, you must stop giving your statement immediately. Stay calm and tell him/her "I cannot continue
with my statement because you are threatening my
safety. I want this to be noted in my statement." If
he/she doesn't type your objection, wait until the
end of your statement. But if he/she continues to
threaten you, leave the room and alert the other
officers and ask for their 'protection'.

When you finish answering all questions, the police officer will allow you to read your statement.
He/she will ask you if you have anything to add,
change, delete. This is when you correct any mistakes on the statement or add any other comments
e.g. if you have been threatened during questioning or assaulted during your arrest etc. this is another opportunity for you to say it. The police officer must type all that out. You will be asked to
sign your statement. Go through it thoroughly and
sign your name as close to the ending paragraph
as possibiP, so thrtt no one can tamper with it.

The call for 'transparency'
is targetted solely
at NGOs & the Opposition.
Kickbacks & contracts
ensure the rich get richer
in their marble mansions;
while the poor & outspoken
like flesh on a skewer
are grilled, 'turned-over'
blasted into submission.

1

,....................,
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If you don't have a lawyer, you must insist on legal representation. The Legal Aid Centre has lawyers stationed at courts for this purpose.

Tell the magistrate if you have any grievances e.g.
if you were beaten up, threatened; if you are feeling ill, need medication etc.

I
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Like weeds that sprout
from fissures in pavements
corruption's found a niche
in every crack of governance.

Editors & newspapers
(keepers of the Fourth Estate)
assume the staid posture
of dummies on the lap
of their ventriloquist master
The Minister of Misinformation.

!'
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And that Hall of Justice
once hallowed & revered
has become an abbatoir
for the daily slaughter
of the rule of law
& Articles of the Constitution.
A few brave citizens keep
vigil with placard & candle
at this demise of Democracy;
while the silent majority
hold their silence, intimidated
as ever, by the spectre
of blood & barbed wire

I

Cecil Rajendra

:

I
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should, therefore, use the legislative power that we give
them to wipe out cronyism, cut
down corruption, re-establish
the independence of the Judiciary and the integrity of the
Police, review the process of
privatisation, and things like
that.
Leong: Hey, wait a minute.
How come specifically caution
the PAS and the DAP to guard
against using the votes given
them this election to push
through their agenda, but not
a word of caution to my party,
the Parti Sosialis Malaysia?
Smacks of disrepect you know!

derstand the context in
which people are casting
votes for them;
• that they will not push their
"partisan" visions without
reaching a consensus
among all opposition parties; and
• that they will consult the
people, perhaps even hold
a referendum before pushing through laws that are in
pursuit of their own longterm agendas.

If they are not explicit in this,
then the BN will counter-attack very vehemently and effectively during the last 3 to
4 days before the polling using their control of the television and the radio to scare
ZuJ: Hahaha! How many seats the people into voting for the
BN.
do you expect to win?

Muthu: The same holds for the
PSM as well. You can't use the
votes you win in this elections
to
bulldoze
socialist
programmes through. Education of the Malaysian public
should take precedence. However if you feel that the Malaysian public are ready to accept
your vision, document that
through a proper referendum
before you legislate.
Leong: Yah! That's better!
Muthu: I feel very strongly
about what I said earlier (voice
getting louder):
• that the opposition parties
should come out and state
clearly that they fully un-

Zul: Won't work this time, you
know. The credibility of the
Barisan media is at an all time
low!
Muthu: We can't afford to be
complacent. In a 50-50 situation, it won't take much to turn
the tables! We must address the
fact that many Malays who
will have to choose between
BN and DAP are not comfortable with the DAP's position
on Special Privileges and Official Language. Similarly, many
non-Malays who will have to
choose between PAS and BN
are apprehensive about PAS'
Islamisationgoal. These issues
have to be addressed clearly
and consistently from the start,
and in a principled manner!D
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descendants from other than the
Malay stock ?
Is he also claiming that some of
our Prime Ministers were not
qualified to lead the Malays by
virtue of their ancestry ? Is he
suggesting that UMNO leaders
are not eligible to occupy positions of leadership simply because they are not descendants of
Malay ancestry ?
And what is this thing that he
refers to as "a Malay soul"? Is his
own wife, a Chinese, also without "a Malay soul"? And what of
Tun Omar Ong Yoke Lim and his
wife Dr Aishah ? Aie they all also
without "a Malay soul" on account of their Chinese ancestry?
Rahmat's claim that Dr Azizah's
"cap naga origin would make her an
unconvincing choice as the leader of
a party which wants to fight for democracy" is equally absurd. By
his own logic, where does it leave
Datuk Seri Dr Ling Liong Sik and
Datuk Seri Dr Lim Keng Yai.k ?
Does their "cap naga origin" make
them unconvincing choices as
leaders of parties which want to
fight for democracy ?
The Information Minister's insane
claims and absurd reasoning only
reflect the desperate situation
UMNO is now in. They no longer
can claim to be the representative
of the Malays and this must obviously be affecting the equilibrium
of leaders like Mohamed Rahmal

P. Ramakrislman
President, Aliran
8 May1999

lnsa e Claims •••
Absurd Reasoning
Racist venom spewed by someone who is apparently bankrupt
in ideas and incapable of rational thought.

Cmumt /et1d tile Ma/nlf" 7

Rt·{lt•ctill.~ LIMNO's dt!><f~t.'r"tioll

ll

liran is horrified with
the obnoxious statement
attributed to the MiniSter of Information, Datuk Seri
Mohamed Rahmat, wluch appeared in a Singapore daily last
week. It is nothing but racist
venom spewed by someone who
is apparently bankrupt in ideas
and incapable of rational
thought.
In a statement attributed to
Rahmat, while offiCJalin~ at a
meeting of UMNO members in
Tam poi, Johor, on Sunday 2 May
1999, he is quoted to have said:
• "Datin Seri Wan Azi7ah cannot lead the Malays as she is
Chine5e";
• "Dr A7izah grew up and reCelVed her education in
Singapore";
• "Although Wlthoul a Malay
soul, she is now trying to lead
the Malay people, sowing di-

visions among state. I grew up wtth my uncle and
them", and
aunt because my father studied i11
• 'her cap naga London at that time and he had to
origin \VOuld leave me behind. Dr Malmthir was
make her an un- till MP wl1en I was growmg up. I
convincing remember Dat111 Sri Dr Siti
choice as the Hasmnh (Maltntltir's wife) came to
leader of a party officiate nt llllf school's fun fair. 1
which wants to tuns guard of ltollour- many years
fight for democ- ago. And Marina Maluzthir was
racy".
also my JIIIIIOr 111 school.

When serious efforts are being
made by disccrmng Malaysians
to create a ba11gsa Malayslll
wherein the citizen's loyalty and
patrioti..<;m LS defined not by race,
colour or creed but by one's commitment and contribution towards
building a just, peaceful, progressive and democratic Malaysia,
Rahmat is dearly undermining
these efforts. He has voiced views
that are divisive if not anachronistic as well. They are certainly
shameful.
The Minister of lnfonna tion has
also misinformed the unsuspectmg publlc vts-n-vis Dr Wan
Azizah's educational background.
In an exclusive interview with the
Aliran Mo11tlrly in November
1998, Dr Wan Azuah had stated:

"T grew up in Kedalt, Mahatflir's
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I studted in Sf Nzcholas Convent ,
Alnr St>tar, frnm C:,fandard One to
Form Fwe. I like the C01went
School very much. The IIUitS
taught me a lot .... 1went to Teugku
Kurshiah College for a while and
tlten I was ;, Dublin for six
years".
Rahmat owes an explanation to
the Malaysian public for stating
"Dr Azizah ~rew up and received her
education 111 Singapore".
As to Rahmat's assertion that Dr
Wan Azizah cannot lead the
Malays as "site is Chinese" - notwithstanding the fact that she is
a Muslim and a Malay by Constitutional definition - and that
she is without "a Malay soul",
Ahran would like to know
whether Rahmat's views extend
to all UMNO members who are

Continued on page 38

The Attorney-General Is
Account ble I The Public

g

heAG'sominous warning of possible legal
suits directed against
those who dare to raise
the question of "selective prosecution" is preposterous and outlandish. It goes against the grain
of fundamental truths and challenges the very concept of democracy.

is the only acceptable conduct of
a public servant in a democracy.
It is alarming to note that it is be-

First and foremost, the AG must
be mindful of the fact that he is a
public servant and not a private
person. Being a public servant, he
comes under the scrutiny of the the , ...·ay he behaves and conducts
public eye and consequently he himself. They are there to serve
is accountable for his actions and the public intcrcbt with integrity
decisions.
and diligence.
He must also be mindful that he
draws his salary- and en joys the
perks that go with his positionfrom public funds. As such, he
cannot place himself above criticism or beyond question for his
conduct.

The public's right to question or
hold them accountable for their
actions and decisions cannot be
obviated by tlU"eats of legal suits.
The tlunking public will not
take it kindly to this notion of
governance.

Anyone who is paid or main- The AG must never forget that
tained by public funds- whether he is duty-bound to explain
he is the Prime Minister or the AG rather than threaten people
-is answerable to the public for when questions are raised. TI-tis

coming a vogue to silence critics
and curb dissent through the
threat of mega suits. This trend
is seriously undermining public
confidence in the system of justice. It brings to question
whether the rights of concerned
citizens to articulate the burning
issues of the day arc being stifled
and snuffL'Cl out by such intimidations. The courts are, unfortunately, seen as being part of this
disturbing trend, thus eroding
the public's faith in the judicial
system
No society can progress without
debate and discussion. No idea
will bloom, neither will ideals
flourish in an arid and sterile environment. Jn the end, it is the
people who will pay the price if
they fail to defend their democratic rights.

P. Ramakrishnnn,
President, Alirnn,
14Mny 1999

Justice must be rooted in confidence and confidence is
destroyed when right-minded people go away thinking:
'The iudge was biased'.
- Lord Deuuiug
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